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hortly after the start of
the new year, I came
across a Canadian Press
news story that at first made
me laugh, then shake my head
in disbelief.
A 40-year-old man is
dead after entering a HydroQuebec tower in the north
end of Montreal. More to the
point, he broke into the tower
to steal copper wire. He was
electrocuted when he cut the
electrical wires atop the tower,
which carry up to 13,000 volts.
That kind of voltage can mess someone up pretty badly.
Along with other sundry items,
like manhole covers and aluminum
siding, Canadian Press writes that
electrical wires have been a popular
target for scrap metal thieves, with
numerous deaths reported in the
United States.

While I smile at the ironic fate
that befalls some of these thieves, it
should serve as a reminder to all of
us that some people will go to great
lengths—even possible suicide—to
make a buck. The prices for some
metals—including the copper that’s so
important to the electrical trade—are
through the roof, and it underscores
the importance of making sure your
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stock is as secure as it can possibly be.
I’ve spoken with several
contractors who have had
their goods go missing in the
night, with nothing left but
a hole in their lock-up. And
while you may think that
thieves are only interested in
small-scale items, like tools,
the truth is they’re very interested in your wiring/cabling
materials... as evidenced by
our poor friend above.
If you haven’t already, invest
in proper security equipment for your
shop and lock-up. (And as tempting
as it may be, I’m pretty sure you’re not
allowed to purposely electrocute wouldbe thieves.)
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INDUSTRY NEWS
National Refrigeration Heating part of Ainsworth
National Refrigeration Heating Ltd. is now part of the Ainsworth
Inc. family. NRHL employs more than 60 people and has three
locations in Western Canada: Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton.
Ainsworth employs over 600, and has offices in Vancouver,
Calgary, Halifax and, in Ontario, Toronto, Cambridge and
Stoney Creek. Ainsworth specializes in the installation and maintenance of electrical and mechanical systems.

Dan Mott

ing provincial and regional labour demand, maintaining and
recommending training program standards, and speaking with
industry and apprentices. For example, industry representatives
in B.C.’s resource sector identified a need for industrial electricians, and a training program is now under development.
Electrical Business is pleased to report that Dan Mott of
Mott Electric has been selected to chair the board of directors
of the construction ITO.

B.C. celebrates new trades
training initiatives

techniCAL signs distribution
deal with AEMC

British Columbia’s skills training
system continues to expand with
the Industry Training Authority’s
(ITA’s) approval of three new
industry training organizations
(ITOs), one of which addresses
industrial/commercial/institutional construction.
Operating as not-for-profit
legal entities, ITOs are responsible for defining the training
strategies for their sectors, includ-

techniCAL Systems 2002 Inc.
(Hamilton, Ont.) has signed a
distribution deal with AEMC
Instruments, a manufacturer of
electrical test and measurement
instruments for the industrial,
commercial and utility marketplaces. techniCAL can be found
online at www.technical-sys.com.
The PowerPad, a hand-held, three-phase power and PQ meter, displays
measurements numerically and graphically with coloured waveforms.
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BC Hydro adds IPLC
to PowerSmart for Business
BC Hydro has evaluated and approved the intelligent parking lot controller (IPLC)—manufactured
by Vantera Inc.—for inclusion in its PowerSmart for
Business incentive program.
BC Hydro will provide a $25 rebate per installed
circuit, which could provide a $50 rebate per IPLC
unit when installed in its two-circuit configuration.
Based on the rebate and saved power costs, each unit
could pay for itself in one to two years. The ILPC is
currently the only parking lot controller included in
BC Hydro’s incentive program.
For more information on IPLC, check out page 7.

Apprenticeship increases in The Yukon
The Government of Yukon’s investment in training
and promotion for skilled trades, along with the
participation of Yukon trade employers, has helped
increase apprenticeship registrations by more than
39% in the territory over the past three years.
“Through an agreement with the federal government, we provide the resources to enable trades
training because that’s a smart investment in the
long-term health of Yukon’s economy, especially
considering the skilled trade shortage we are currently experiencing in the territory and across
Canada,” said Patrick Rouble, education minister.
In 2006/07, more than $756,000 will be spent for
trades apprentice coursework through the CanadaYukon Skills Development contribution agreement.
In addition, the Government of Yukon has allocated
over $417,000 through the Community Training
Funds for trades and construction-related programs
above and beyond the trades courses delivered by
Yukon College.
In other news from the territory, Yukoners who
purchase an Energy Star-qualified front-loading
washing machine between January 1 and March 15
can receive a cash rebate from the government. The
rebate program is part of a series of initiatives offered
with assistance from Natural Resources Canada.
Yukon residents who install a qualified washer in a
community powered by hydro are eligible to receive a
$75 rebate. The rebate climbs to $125 for residents of
diesel-powered communities, namely: Beaver Creek,
Burwash Landing, Destruction Day, Old Crow, Pelly
Crossing, Upper Liard and Watson Lake.

Schneider helps NAIT address
looming skills shortage
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(Left to right) Alan Dickinson (VP quality and operations,
Schneider), Dave Fraser (VP sales and channel, Schneider)
Sam Shaw, Ph.D. (president and CEO, NAIT), Terry Sawatzky
(area sales manager, Northern Alberta, Schneider) and
Terry Grant Sr. (technical rep, industrial controls and automation, Schneider).
Schneider Electric has donated $275,000 to the
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT)
for the creation of a Schneider Electric teaching
laboratory at the Edmonton school. The donation
includes $50,000 for curriculum development and
the following categories of products: Quantum
PLCs and Unity Pro software, Magelis XBT-GT
HMIs, Vijeo Designer software and ConneXium
Ethernet switches.

Wolfe project involves record-breaking
submarine cable
Nexans has signed a contract worth around 7 million EUR with Canadian Renewable Energy Corp.
(CREC)—a wholly owned subsidiary of Canadian
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Hydro Developers Inc.—to design, manufacture
and supply a world record-breaking high-voltage
submarine power cable for the Wolfe Island Wind
Project near Kingston, Ont. The 7.8-km long cable
will be the world’s first three-core XLPE submarine
cable to achieve a voltage rating of 245kV, beating
Nexans’ current world record of 150kV set by the
Horns Rev offshore wind farm in Denmark.
The project will consist of 86, 2.3MW wind
turbines located on Wolfe Island at the eastern
end of Lake Ontario. Construction is scheduled to
commence this spring, with commercial operation
expected by October 2008. The Nexans cable will
be laid on the bottom of the St. Lawrence River at
a maximum water depth of 23 m.

IESO selects IBM for Ontario’s smart meter
data repository
The Independent Electricity System Operator
(IESO) has entered into a contract with IBM for
the development and operation of Ontario’s Meter
Data Management/Repository (MDM/R). The
MDM/R is a core part of the Smart Meter Initiative,
providing meter data management services to help
customers better manage their electricity costs and
enhance reliability of the power system. As part of
the contract, IBM will operate the MDM/R for an
initial period of four years.
When smart meters are fully deployed in Ontario,
the MDM/R will be responsible for collecting hourly
interval data from over 90 LDCs (local distribution
companies) across the province, and for validating
and processing meter reads for all residential and small
business consumers in Ontario. When fully operational, it will provide the province with a unique and
valuable tool for energy conservation initiatives.
IESO is responsible for managing Ontario’s bulk
electricity system and operating the wholesale electricity market.

Weidmuller goes wireless with ELPRO
(Left to right) Tim
Gross (western regional
manager, ELPRO), Jack
Jessop (GM, Weidmuller
Canada), Frank
Williams (VP North
America, ELPRO) and
Terry Hodgson (regional
manager Alberta,
Weidmuller Canada).
Weidmuller, a provider of interface technology and electrical
components, has formed a strategic partnership with ELPRO
Technologies. Weidmuller is now the exclusive master distributor
of ELPRO industrial wireless products in Canada while supporting
existing ELPRO distributors.

$29M for new UCFV campus
British Columbia is investing more than $29 million to purchase
34 hectares of land and build a trades and technology centre for
the University College of the Fraser Valley’s new Chilliwack cam-

pus as part of the province’s first full-service education park.
“In today’s global marketplace it is important that we improve
our competitiveness and productivity through enhanced education and skills training, which is the focus of the Canada
Education Park,” said Premier Gordon Campbell. UCFV’s new
trades centre will offer a range of training, including electrical.
“It will help us meet the demand for highly trained, skilled
workers in a variety of areas, an important part of our Pacific
Leadership Agenda,” the premier continued.
The Trades and Technology Learning Centre is scheduled to
open this fall with new classrooms, labs and shops, and 690
training spaces.

Leviton teams with Microsoft
Leviton has joined forces with Microsoft Corp. to offer homeowners a way to remotely control lighting and other Z-Waveenabled home automation schemes using any number of popular consumer electronic products. The relationship also offers
software developers a fast, easy way to design Z-Wave-based
home control applications for these devices using Microsoft’s
.Net Micro Framework, which accelerates programming of
Windows-supported home control programs.

®
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Thermal Label Printer

“We are seeing a significant
increase in the number of utilities
and policy makers, nationally and
internationally, who are recognizing the value of and embracing
smart metering,” said Ralph
Gardiner, energy and utilities
industry executive, IBM Canada.
“Working with IESO on this initiative helps to brings IBM’s vision
of Intelligent Utility Network to life, where utilities have
the tools to better manage electricity demand.”

The EZ solution for simple labelling needs

Legislation enhances Manitoba’s
participation in grid standards
Legislation recently introduced into Manitoba formally recognizes a framework for the province’s
participation in standards to improve the reliability of the North American electricity grid, said Jim
Rondeau, minister of science, technology, energy
and mines.
The legislation amends the Manitoba Hydro
Act to make mandatory and enforceable the reliability standards of the North American Electric
Reliability Council. The majority of the standards
would apply to Manitoba Hydro, as it is the
operator of the province’s transmission grid. Other
proposed amendments to the act would provide
authority to establish a monetary penalty for violating a standard. (The Public Utilities Board must
authorize any penalties for them to have effect in
Manitoba.) The legislation also contains measures
that would protect Manitoba’s sovereignty in the
context of continent-wide reliability standards.

If your labelling needs don’t justify investing in the
advanced features of our EZL-100 printer, here’s a
lower cost alternative that’s just as easy to use.

Atlantic
1-877-862-4357

FNET acquires Irish software developer

Quebec
1-800-465-1399

Fluke Networks (FNET) has acquired Crannog
Software, a Dublin, Ireland-based developer of software and solutions that take advantage of NetFlow,
IP-FIX, and IP-SLA data from the network infrastructure. Its flagship product, NetFlow Tracker,
complements FNET’s growing solution set for
application performance and VoIP performance for
converged voice/data networks.

Ontario
1-877-291-7771
Mid-West
1-866-540-8220

Which EZL printer is right for you? See them in action at
your local participating electrical distributor or contact
your T&B sales representative for complete details.

Alberta
1-888-664-5666
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B.C.
1-866-540-8220
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The new EZL-75 thermal label printer is ideally suited
for basic labelling and light commercial applications such
as security, alarm and datacom applications. Access
over 150 commonly used words for security, location
and voice/data/video labelling with the touch of a button
or create your own custom labels. Print high quality
labels that stick and last using flexible nylon, permanent
polyester, vinyl and heat-shrink tape label cassettes.
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PERSONALITIES
Techspan’s “The Big Easy” prize winners
Last fall, Techspan launched its six-month “The Big Easy”
campaign. Electrical distributors across Canada were contacted
with information on the range of Techspan wire management
and control products available, as well as monthly featured
products. The first two prize draws were conducted after the
new year from all respondents and the following winners
announced:
• Brent Gibb of Vanco Electric (Calgary) won a Pentax
Optio M10 digital camera.
• Don MacMillan of Hesco Electric Supply (Burlington,
Ont.) won an 8-in. portable DVD player.
The campaign runs through April 2007 with more prizes available to be won. For more information or to enter, visit www.
techspan.biz/te/bigeasy.
GE Electrical Distribution Canada (GE ED&C) announced a
new agent for electrical distribution products in Saskatchewan.
Enertech Sales is now GE ED&C and GE Total Lighting
Control’s rep in that province, and can be reached at (306)
790-9500. For more information, visit www.geindustrial.com.

Britech Corp.’s Shankar Premankathan, sales engineer for
heating cables and controls, is representing Canada as first-round
goalkeeper at the World Indoor Field Hockey Championships in
Austria this month. Premankathan has been with the team for
over five years, and we wish him and his teammates great success
as they pursue Gold for Canada.
Joe Acorn of Yellowknife was appointed chair of the Northwest
Territories (NWT) Public Utilities Board by Kevin Menicoche,
minister responsible for the board. Acorn was first appointed to
the board in February 2003 and held the position of vice-chair
since April 2005. Former chair, John Hill, continues as a board
member and was appointed vice-chair.
The University of Calgary and TransAlta Corp. announced
a new professorship focused on the environment and sustainability. The TransAlta professor of environmental management and sustainability will be based within the Energy and
Environmental Systems Group of the Institute of Sustainable
Energy, Environment and Economy (ISEEE), and work with
the Faculty of Environmental Design and the Haskayne School

of Business. Dr. Robert (Bob) Page, most recently TransAlta’s vice-president, sustainable development, and former dean of the university’s
Environmental Design faculty, will be the first to
hold the position.
Toni Riggi of Wesco Distribution (Mississauga,
Ont.) was the winner of a 42-in. plasma television
as part of Flir Systems’ “Grow Your Own Promo”
contest that concluded in December 2006. He
accepted the prize from Lynn Tramble, Flir’s distribution manager.
International project management and engineering services company, AMEC, has recruited Mike
Saunders of Westinghouse to lead the development of its key nuclear business as president
of AMEC Nuclear. At Westinghouse, Saunders
served as senior vice-president of strategy and integration following the acquisition by Toshiba and,
before this, served as senior vice-president for the
Global Nuclear Fuel Business.
Raymond Simmons, president
of CableTest Systems Inc.,
announced the appointment
of Robert R. Malhotra to the
position of operations manager,
CableTest provides cable testing
solutions to a variety of indus- Robert Malhotra
tries, including aerospace, computers, medical, telecommunications, transportation and military.
After eight years as national sales manager, and the
last six as managing director, Roy M. Howarth
has left CRC Canada Inc. to establish Howarth
Sales and Marketing Corp.—a national sales
agency. Along with other product lines, Howarth
will represent CRC Canada as a master agent in
all active divisions. He can be reached at roy@
howarthsales.ca.
Fluke Electronics Canada has announced several
appointments to its Canadian divisions. Coming
to us all the way from Australia (where he worked
with Fluke Test & Measurement since 1988), is
Tom Nealon, who accepted the role of president
of Fluke Electronics Canada. Patrice Tetreault,
former Industrial Group channel manager for
Fluke Canada in Montreal, has accepted the position of program manager for Fluke Precision
Measurement. He will continue in his role as IG
channel manager for accounts in Quebec, and
will be working out of Montreal. Fluke Canada’s
sales team announced the appointment of Stuart
Weinman as the new Fluke Networks (FNET)
national sales manager. Fluke Canada also welcomed Gabriel Gafton to the team in the new role
of Territory Manager for FNET in Quebec and
the East Coast. Another recent addition to Fluke
Canada is James Wu, who joins the team in the role
of inside sales representative for Fluke Industrial
Group. Fluke Canada also welcomes Nicole Ali to
her new position in inside sales with FNET.

INFO NO. 6

Leviton Manufacturing Co. has
appointed Bob Becker to the
position of vice-president and
GM of the company’s new residential business unit, which combines Leviton’s residential prodBob Becker
ucts and integrated networks and
controls. Meantime, Daryoush
Larizadeh has been appointed
to the newly created position of
COO where, as a member of
Leviton’s executive committee
and senior management team, he
will chair the company’s operatDaryoush
ing committee, overseeing daily
Larizadeh
operations and execution of the
company’s annual plan and operating budget.
Panasonic_EB_Jan07.indd 1
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he first name in DIY, The Home Depot, has moved into the
realm of electrical distribution. Electrical Business sat
down with HD Supply Canada’s president, Dan McAreavey,
and its director (Electrical), Rick Campbell, to learn more
about The Home Depot’s plans for this market.

T

: What prompted The Home Depot to enter
the wholesale distribution business? What’s the
strategy behind HD Supply Canada?
Dan McAreavey: I think the old proverb, “Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket”, describes it best. The
same way investors diversify their stock portfolios, The
Home Depot is diversifying its business portfolio.
In Canada, we’re building a national platform with
a focus on providing products and services for every
phase of the project life cycle. From infrastructure
to construction and lifetime maintenance. Our clear
commitment to the professional customer is to provide them with a range of destinations, from the convenience of our orange box to an ever-increasing network of branches and locations—all complete with
broader selection, quality service and better value.
While the Supply division is still in its infancy, its
potential for growth is unmatched. We’re in a position
not unlike that of our parent company some 20 years
ago: the sky’s the limit! In fact, the potential market
for serving our professional customers is estimated
to be more than $400 billion in North America, as
compared to the $200 billion DIY market.
One of The Home Depot’s key achievements is our
ability to identify, acquire and then grow the members
of our family of companies. By acquiring leading companies in each platform, we gain tremendous leadership and strong business models. Acquired companies
benefit immediately from The Home Depot’s capital,
processes, access to talent and our $60B sourcing leverage. And with today’s burgeoning construction and
aging infrastructure, as well as ongoing repairs and
maintenance needs, the market offers vast potential.
: What opportunity did HD Supply see in the
distribution business for electrical professionals?
Dan McAreavey: The inclusion of an electrical business in our portfolio just made good business sense.
There’s obviously tremendous market opportunity
for businesses offering excellent service and electrical
products. Electricity is integral to every component
of our lives, so the business possibilities are endless.
The challenge is to be the leader in a competitive
marketplace, both regionally and across Canada.
Rick Campbell: HD Supply Canada’s Electrical line
of business is comprised of two established companies:
Litemor and Sesco/Quesco. Litemor is Canada’s leading
lighting distributor, offering specialty lighting products
and expertise via inside and outside sales forces coastto-coast. Litemor was The Home Depot’s first wholesale acquisition in Canada in February 2005.
Sesco/Quesco, the business originally owned by my
family, is one of Toronto’s largest electrical distributors. We bought Sesco in 1994 and acquired Quesco
in 1995. By 2000, Quesco’s sales were 15 times what
we saw when we first acquired the company. HD
Supply acquired Sesco/Quesco in January of 2006.
Dan McAreavey: Rick now leads the Electrical line of
business, as it comprises Sesco/Quesco and the component of Litemor that’s focused on serving contractors,
store building and ESCO customers. Under his leadership we’re pursuing fairly ambitious growth targets,
including rolling full-line electrical product to existing Litemor branches across Canada and impressive
Greenfield growth projections in the coming year.

market is actually quite sophisticated and consolidated, with many
large national and regional players. It’s a competitive market, but with
the strengths of our two original companies leveraging The Home
Depot’s wealth of resources, we’re well positioned for the challenge.
Dan McAreavey: In all our businesses, our organic growth—along
with our ability to leverage product adjacencies among our diverse
businesses—will be the keys to HD Supply’s continuing success in
Canada, and our genuine market differentiator.
: How are existing channels failing the end user?
Rick Campbell: I wouldn’t necessarily say that they are “failing” the
end user. I attribute our success to our customer-centric approach to
doing business and the ability to offer customers a very unique value
proposition.
What HD Supply offers that no one else can is a breadth of products and services from across our diverse businesses. We’re building

our business around the professional customer. With our capabilities in infrastructure, construction and maintenance, we offer access
to much more than your typical electrical distributors.
In the Electrical line of business we have the added benefit of
learning from the experience of two great companies. Combining
the original Litemor and Sesco/Quesco offering and talent, we
are creating an even stronger business. Sesco operates a best-inclass counter sales model, which was a natural fit with the Litemor
branches that serve the same customer segment. As I see it, it’s our
ability to leverage the strengths of our original businesses, while
applying new learning and best practices across the enterprise, that
enables our success.
We value the core competencies of each individual business,
and pay particular attention to retaining and growing valuable
customer and vendor relationships. In this case, the strong supplier relationships of our original Sesco/Quesco and Litemor
businesses provide us—and hence our customers—with access to
high-quality products with competitive pricing.
continues next page

Attention: Electrical Contractors and Electricians

SHOW YOUR CLIENTS HOW TO
SAVE 65% IN POWER COSTS WITH THE

Intelligent Parking
Lot Controller (IPLC)
**

Red and green LEDs indicate live
outlet or block heater problems
Cast metal case ensures durability
Optical data port permits
individualized outlet programming
Electronics embedded in
weatherproof elastomer block to
assure long-term reliability

Unit controls two power circuits
independently
Each unit installs in 15 minutes
Duplex receptacle and
weather-proof cover are
standard off-the-shelf
items for replacement
Unit attaches securely to
a variety of parking lot
junction boxes

CHECK WITH YOUR PROVINCIAL
ELECTRIC UTILITY FOR ANY
INSTALLATION REBATES OR
INCENTIVES THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE

Visit us online at iplc.com or
call toll-free 866-353-2785.

IPLC

*

* Recipient of Natural Resources Canada, Office of Energy
Efficiency, 2000-2002 Energy Management Technology Award

SAVINGS WILL HELP YOUR
CLIENTS PAY FOR UNIT IN
AS LITTLE AS ONE YEAR
✔ Easy low-cost retrofit to existing parking lot
junction boxes and stall-by-stall conversions
provide phase-in flexibility.
✔ Factory programmed or fully programmable for
custom needs.
✔ Smart technology measures temperature to
regulate power delivery, ensuring starts at any
temperature for maximum efficiency.
✔ Internal unit diagnostics save unnecessary
service calls and avoid tripped breakers - know
the what, when and where of any problem.
✔ Customer-friendly colour LEDs alert car owners
to faulty extension cords or block heaters, and
reduce needless complaints.
✔ Ten years use in the field with 99.8% reliability.

Developed and marketed by Vantera Incorporated.
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Available from our stocking distributor:
Rick Campbell: HD Supply Electrical represents a $5B
market opportunity in Canada. The electrical wholesale
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continues from page 7

Dan McAreavey: We’ve proudly retained the vast majority of
the original businesses’ top associates. With decades of expertise
and customer relationships we offer an array of value-added
services designed to help customers be successful. Of course,
as a growing business we are also always growing our employee
base. By continually bringing on new talent with expertise in
the industry, sales and customer service, we know we are providing the absolute best to our customers via a knowledgeable and
diverse work force.
: What does HD Supply Canada plan on doing differently to gain support and loyalty from end users? What concrete
and non-concrete value will they bring to the market?
Rick Campbell: Professional businesses are 100% reliant on
customer loyalty. At HD Supply, customer success is frontand-centre in our mission statement, and in the heads and
hearts of all of our associates. We earn customer loyalty with
our actions, building trust on a daily basis. By always being
there for our customers, we will be assured a rich resource of
customers, partners and friends for life.
Additional to and distinct from our ambitious Greenfield
growth, the roll-out of full-line electrical product to all our existing Litemor branches coast-to-coast will be critical. Again, it’s a

bit of a no-brainer: lighting customers are also buying Electrical
products. With Sesco/Quesco on board, we had an obvious
opportunity to extend that business model across the country
through our already successful and known Litemor branches.
It’s these product adjacencies that differentiate us from a standalone Electrical distributor.
Dan McAreavey: In all our businesses, we ensure that we have
good growth relative to our geographies. We want HD Supply
to have the best geographic coverage, which will enable us to
bring convenience and choice to the customer. It’s simple,
really: the more outlets you have the more people you can reach
from those outlets. This allows more touch points across the
country, and also improves our distribution model.
Of course, we must acknowledge our parent company as a
major differentiator as well. With access to a $60B supply chain via
The Home Depot, we can assure product availability and breadth
and depth of product much better than our smaller competitors.
At the end of the day, what people say and think about the HD
Supply team will be forged by our actions. Showing the world
our unwavering commitment to each other, to our customers
and to our shareholders, and “walking the talk” every day makes
us the best possible partner for our professional customers across
platforms, and will allow our ongoing growth and success.

From the
Legal Desk
By Stephen
Tatrallyay

Tendering: still
more confusion

I

n the Nov/Dec 2006 issue, we looked at the
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
(SCC) in Ron Engineering, envisioning a twolevel contract (Contracts A and B) formed during
the tendering process, with a duty resting on the
owner (or other person asking for a price) to treat
all of the bidders “fairly”.
They undoubtedly meant well, but the SCC’s
decision in Ron Engineering confused the tendering issue even more, leading to more litigation
about fair tendering in Canada than any other
Commonwealth jurisdiction.

Fairness in compliance
Probably the second-most important SCC ruling
after Ron involves MJB Enterprises v. Defence
Construction. In this case, the tender had specified
a certain type of gravel to be used to bed a pipe
system. MJB and several others bid on that basis,
but one bidder based their bid on an alternative
aggregate and carried a lower price. The owner
accepted this price and MJB sued for damages
representing the profit it would have made had it
won the contract.
The owner relied on a boilerplate clause found
in its request for tender to the effect that “the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted”.
Although the trial judge found in favour of MJB,
the only damages awarded were for the costs of
preparing the tender. The Alberta Court of Appeal
found that the limiting clause quoted above was
effective and precluded anyone from suing the
owner, notwithstanding what it had done and
apart from “fairness” considerations.
However, the SCC overruled them, deciding
that any tender contained an implied term that the
owner would not consider the tenders of any noncompliant bidder, and reading that into the tender
documents in the case, it was easy to conclude that
the owner had breached ‘Contract A’. The court
also expressed its opinion that the proper measure
of damages was the lost profit suffered by MJB.
(Thus, unless you can prove that you would have
made money on the deal, it makes no sense to
bring an unfair tender lawsuit.)
The argument was turned upside-down, however, in Dominion Construction v. Keewatin
Patricia District School Board—a 2004 decision
of the Ontario Superior Court—in which the
low non-compliant bidder tried to argue that the
owner had some duty of fairness to it, and that the
selection of the lowest compliant tender breached
that duty. Justice Zielinski wasted no time in dealing with that contention, dismissing Dominion’s
action with costs in favour of the owner.
Next time we’ll look at what happens—and
what should happen—when all of the tenders are
non-compliant.
The material and information contained in this
column is not a legal opinion. For more specific
interpretations, feel free to contact the author
or consult your own legal counsel.
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Stephen Tatrallyay is a prominent Toronto Construction
Lawyer and can be reached at (416) 482-5164 or via
e-mail at statrallyay@rogers.com. He is also a member of
EB’s Editorial Advisory Board.
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QUEBEC REPORT

WHY is Quebec’s

By Normand Gosselin

electrical code

To create a wondrous atmosphere and
further enhance festivities, amusing
characters wander from site to site,
spreading their infectious enthusiasm.
Photo by J. Leblanc, FML.

so different?
very four years, when CEC Section 1 is carried, four provinces add
their own standards that are specific to their needs: British
Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec. In Quebec, the
Electrical Code is Chapter V of the Construction Code,
and the specific elements are due mainly to the fact that tension
used in Quebec is 347/600 volts rather than the 600 volts used
predominantly across Canada. This, of course, means that different equipment and parts are needed.
As Quebec imports and exports electricity, Hydro-Quebec
needs to have a system to secure power to its clients. You may
recall that Quebec was not affected by the Blackout of 2003.
Hydro-Quebec’s system cuts the line when demand from other
jurisdictions exceeds what is available for export. This way, the
utility can continue to serve its local clients adequately. Such a
system requires specific equipment that has to be described and
explained in the code.
Permits, inspections and all electricity-related administrative
duties call for special forms to be completed, and that’s not
including mandatory fees and contributions to support these
legal duties; hence, all kinds of instructions to follow. All of this
has to be clearly mentioned in the code.
Quebec’s Electrical Code Advisory Committee studies all
changes from the last edition of the CEC and submits its final
take on the document to Cabinet for regulation. Once Cabinet
has approved the code, it is published in La Gazette Officielle du
Québec. Anyone wishing to oppose the document has 45 days to
do so. When there is no opposition, the code comes into effect
six months later.
The advisory committee comprises representatives from many
groups involved in the electrical industry, such as the CMEQ,
manufacturers, trade associations, Hydro-Quebec, Régie du
bâtiment du Québec and others. The committee is continuously
working at improving the code’s content and explaining clearly
all the elements concerned. The Cabinet is expected to carry the
2006 Construction Code, Chapter V–Electricity any day now.

E

EVENTS
March 16 to April 13
Montreal
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC) Quebec Region is
offering a course on Inside Sales (French) at Cegep
Marie-Victorin, on Belanger Street. For more
information, e-mail secretariat@electrofed.com.

April 24 and 25
Montreal
PIDE (Partners in Distribution Excellence) has
organized a two-day seminar (English), “Leadership
Skills for the Wholesale Branch Manager”, with Jim
Ambrose. For details, visit www.pide.ca and click on
Training and Education.

May 22
Montreal
Mark this date, as it’s time once again for the Annual
EFC–Quebec Region Golf Event at Beaconsfield Golf
Club. $1 million up for grabs for a hole-in-one.
For details, e-mail golfquebec@electrofed.com.

Electricity
the object of a
winter wonderland
THE 8TH MONTREAL HIGH LIGHTS FESTIVAL
lectricity is abundant in Quebec, and it remains one of
the province’s most important assets. Hydro-Quebec
is adept at both producing electricity at low cost and
increasing its export value. Currently, the province’s utility
exports 4% of its electricity, from which it derives 32%
of its profits. (No wonder Hydro-Quebec works so hard
at convincing Quebeckers to save electricity and use it as
efficiently as they can: after all, whatever isn’t used gets sold
to neighbouring provinces and the United States.)
But I digress... Hydro-Quebec has also made electricity
the key component of a fantastic winter festival stretching 11 days, from February 22 to March 4. The Montreal
High Lights Festival really draws a crowd, as evidenced
by the roughly 800,000 visitors last year. While light and
lighting are the main objects of the festival, the cultural
aspect—food delights and fun events—lends a special
spirit to the festival that makes everyone want to join
in the festivities. For example, a five-mile event called

E

the “Montreal Downtown and Underground Footrace”
draws a crowd of 500 to 750 sports adepts and thousands
of curious onlookers.
This year, two famous artists are honorary co-presidents of the cultural portion: internationally acclaimed
Quebecker violinist Angèle Dubeau and South-African
Johnny Clegg, who is described as an incredible singer
and dancer that really shows you what human energy
is all about. And if you ask people to spell “great food”,
they’ll say: M-O-N-T-R-E-A-L.
But most of all, electricity! Some booths recall the
history of electrical lighting, and visitors are invited to
admire the real power of lighting when it is used to create
architectural prominence that captures the imagination
of passers-by. This festival brings unheard of glamour
to an industry often considered an underdog. Be sure to
visit www.montrealenlumiere.com to learn more about
the Montreal High Lights Festival.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Denis Dumouchel
returns to the
manufacturing sector
Denis Dumouchel is back
in the manufacturing sector
of the electrical industry.
After six months off from
work, he’s accepted an offer
to become the regional sales
manager, Eastern Canada,
for Boucherville-based The
Delta Group xfo. Denis’ 20+ years of experience
serving electrical distributors is a major asset for
the transformer manufacturer, which is growing
rapidly across Canada. His recent experience with a
distributor helps Denis better understand the needs
of the market and the challenges this industry segment constantly faces. To reach Denis Dumouchel,
call (800) 663-3582 ext. 352 or e-mail denis.
dumouchel@delta.xfo.com.

Contact Delage Inc. acquires Telmec Sales Ltd.
Guy Goupil, president of Contact Delage Inc. (Boucherville)
and Jim Cole, president of Telmec Sales Ltd. (Ottawa)
announced they have signed an acquisition agreement by
which Contact becomes the sole owner of all shares issued by
Telmec as of February 1. Cole remains president of Telmec
and will manage the Ottawa branch office under its actual
name. An added bonus is that Telmec, while keeping all their
lines in the Ottawa-Gatineau region, will also carry all lines
presently distributed by Contact.
Telmec Sales Ltd. was founded in 1983 when Contact
Delage Inc. was already five-years old. The two manufacturer reps will operate three premises (Ottawa, Boucherville
and Quebec City) with their 30-person team. Goupil and
Cole made the decision to unite their forces after realizing
the synergies that would result are favourable to both the
distributors and manufacturers they serve. Over the last five
years, Contact Delage Inc. has been one of the fastest-growing manufacturer representative agencies in Quebec.
To reach Contact, call (450) 449-9444.

www.tnb-canada.com

Over 75% of Thomas & Betts products sold in Canada are made in Canada.
80% of these products are manufactured in Quebec.
Thomas & Betts — electrical products for Canadians since 1928.
TnB_ENG_Banner_EB_Feb07.indd 1
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By Darko Matulic

Darko Matulic, P.Eng., is a sales team leader with Eaton Corp.’s electrical business in Canada. He possesses 18 years of experience in the electrical industry; 14 of those with Eaton.

Small electrical room?
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Integrated facility
systems deliver lower
operating costs
and reduce capital
requirements

Before IFS
Solution

After IFS
Solution

Floor space savings
Room total floor space (sf)
Room total floor space (cf)
Dedicated and working space (sf)
Dedicated and working space (cf)

306
3672
74
884

144
1728
63
760

Space savings
162 sf/53%
1944 cf/53%
11 sf/14%
124 cf/14%

Labour cost and material savings
Estimated labour cost (per room)
Total installed cost (material and labour)
Individual installed pieces (per room)
Estimated installation time (hours)

$15,946
$27,154
448
283

$476
$14,708
3
12

Cost savings
$15,470/97%
$12,446/46%
183 pcs./99%
271 hours

Total project savings for 8 electrical closets
Labour savings
Total installed cost savings (material and labour)
Reduction in pieces handled
Total hours saved
Dedicated and working space (sf)
Dedicated and working space (cf)

Total savings
$123,760
$99,658
3560 pieces
2168 hours
88 sf
992 cf

Take a look at the
potential savings
when parties
agree to go with
an integrated facility
system (IFS) solution.

* Statistics compiled by Eaton

J

ust as 20th-Century business was positively affected
with the introduction of supply chain management,
21st-Century enterprises will be equally enhanced
through the management of the power chain: the entire
power infrastructure incorporating the design of each electrical
system, its individual parts and components, plus the monitors,
sensors, communications and computers that monitor, analyze
and run them.
This new management paradigm encompasses a host of innovative power solutions that directly address an organization’s
critical power needs for greater reliability, effective use of capital,
safety, risk mitigation and operating cost efficiencies.
Among the most compelling advantages of a power chain
management solution is its role in lowering operating costs
and reducing capital requirements through a system-wide view
rather than as discrete parts; ultimately, with the goal of optimizing the entire system.
The electrical commercial construction market is an excellent
example of where a system-wide approach was required to solve
an industry trend of reduced floor space for an electrical room.
To meet the demands of the space available, manufacturers of
electrical distribution equipment had to become creative and
develop a facility design that integrated their products into a
single system that was able to use existing electrical room space
more efficiently.
The result is an integrated facility system (IFS)—a unique
solution that integrates electrical distribution equipment into

one space-saving structure while maintaining or expanding the
available wiring space. An IFS solution combines distribution
switchboards, dry-type distribution transformers and panelboards into a single, factory pre-wired system that reduces:
• installation time,
• installation space,
• overall installed costs, and
• the number of pieces of equipment to handle.

Reduced installation
There are no panelboards to mount with an IFS solution, nor any
conduit or wiring to run between panels and transformers. All
connections are made at the manufacturer’s facility. Everything
comes preassembled at the factory to reduce total cycle time, from
the feeder devices to the transformer to the panelboards.

Reduced onsite material handling
Typically, onsite electrical equipment handling consumes large amounts of time. Many jobs will have various pieces of distribution equipment all headed to the
same general area of the electrical room. Traditional panelboard construction consists of three pieces: a back box,
interior chassis and trim. Multiply this by the number of
panels in the electrical room, then add the distribution
switchboards and transformers, and the time adds up.
Along with product handling, the shipment verification process (counting and confirming product pieces)
can also take up valuable time. An IFS solution is preconfigured, reducing the number of pieces to just one
or two in many cases.

Energy savings
Reduced space
An IFS solution creates a more compact electrical room layout.
By dramatically reducing the space required for the electrical
distribution equipment, owners gain valuable square footage
while decreasing costs.

Reduced overall installed cost
By reducing installation time and material handling, along with
the reduction or elimination of interconnecting conduit, wire,
trough and fittings, it should come as no surprise that installation costs are significantly reduced.

Incorporating smart circuit-breaker technology and
lighting control products in an IFS solution provides
a high-performance controller that can be used in all
major lighting areas. Reliable load control is achieved
by integrating the contactor function directly into the
smart circuit-breaker, making the system easier to use
and maintain.

Standards and codes
Each integrated facility system is designed, engineered
and manufactured to meet all electrical standards
and codes.

Bottom-line considerations

Designed by electricians.
Engineered by Fluke.
New Fluke 117 Multimeter with non-contact voltage is designed for use in
commercial buildings, hospitals, and schools.
If you work in demanding settings like commercial buildings, hospitals and
schools, this Fluke true-rms multimeter is designed for you.
•
•
•
•

VoltAlert™ technology for non-contact voltage detection
Large, backlit display for working in poorly-lit areas
AutoVolt automatically selects ac or dc
Prevents false readings due to ghost voltage

Try the 117/322 Electricians Combo Kit: the complete
solution for electrical troubleshooting work
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Prefabrication offers more advantages, including consistent designs for multi-site applications such as retail
stores and commercial buildings. Also, the ease of doing
business with a single point of accountability gains
enterprises the following advantages: better schedule management over the course of an entire project;
an advanced ability to anticipate and solve problems;
and a more comprehensive approach to prevention and
troubleshooting.
The use of integrated facilities systems provides
opportunities for electrical contractors to improve their
business, become more competitive and greatly enhance
bottom line performance. The benefits include:
Improved cash flow through:
❍ reduced labour costs
❍ more accurate material cost estimates
❍ reduced material handling costs
❍ shorter accounts receivable periods
❍ fewer invoices to process
Reduced jobsite risk
❍ less opportunity for shipping damage
❍ improved safety
Meantime, consulting engineers can use this concept
to differentiate their services in the marketplace by
offering building owners the benefits of smaller electrical rooms, factory-wired reliability, faster construction
cycles and energy efficiency.

•

•
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REPORT

Canada’s construction software developer, Accubid,
has reason to smile. ConstructJob, Accubid’s Webbased project management system for contractors,
has won the 2006 NECA Showstopper award,
marking the 14th time the company’s products
have been awarded this honour.
ConstructJob allows contractors to create, manage, track and share project documentation more
efficiently, and communicate and collaborate with
industry partners more effectively. And because it
is Web-based, ConstructJob enables your project
information to be accessible from any location
with an Internet connection. The latest version
of ConstructJob is now integrated with Accubid’s
Estimating v.7 solutions, allowing project managers to use estimating data as the starting point for
the project.
The NECA Show is held annually by the
National Electrical Contractors Association; last
year’s held in Boston, Mass. This year’s show is in
San Francisco, Calif., October 5-8.

Along with a printed version, the Canadian Electrical Code (CEC)
2006 is also available on what CSA calls C22.1-06, the “Smart CDROM”. This CD retails for $295.00 (single user) with an interface
similar to its 2002 ancestor.
It contains the full text of CEC 2006 and Handbook with interactive calculations, and boasts an improved search engine, allowing you
to quickly find what you are looking for. It is also designed in such
a way as to let you easily check an explanation from the Handbook
when looking up a CEC clause, and makes it easy to differentiate
between the mandatory code and explanations from the Handbook.
Descriptions contain relevant links to additional information, such as
Appendices.
The calculator has been improved and is more user-friendly, and
commonly used calculations (i.e. individual and motor feeders, transformers, grounding and bonding, and ampacity of conductors) are
computed automatically with the help of a calculator.
CSA does advise you to first check with your regulatory/inspection authority before purchasing the Smart CD-ROM to ensure its
content has been adopted in your jurisdiction. And while it’s not as
portable as the printed version, it can definitely speed up your search
for relevant information.
%LECTRICAL "USINESS 
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Still breaking apart and reassembling
before you install? Give yourself a break
with the new QuikClamp II™ pipe
clamp. Packed with innovative design
features to make every installation
quick, durable and versatile, the
QuikClamp II™ comes ready to install,
right out of the box.
Available now at your local participating
electrical distributor.
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Is CSA’s Smart CD-ROM ‘smart’?

(EAVY $UTY 2ACK !D

Presenting the true “ready-to-install”
one-piece pipe clamp for commercial
and industrial applications.
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ConstructJob wins NECA
Showstopper Award
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Did you know that...

… our sales force includes over 80 sales
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representatives in 5 regional offices;
resident sales representatives in 13
cities across Canada and an inside
sales team in each region?
We’ve got you covered
from coast to coast.

www.
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ATLANTIC
FOCUS

The Rock changing Daylight
Saving Time

NB utility and TransAlta sign
agreement for wind energy
NB Power and TransAlta Corp. signed a 25-year
power purchase agreement for 75MW of wind
power in 2008. TransAlta will construct, own and
operate the Kent Hills wind farm, located in Albert
County, N.B. This agreement is the first to be
signed since NB Power announced it would increase
its wind power generating capacity by 200MW by
2009. The development of wind energy also supports the province’s Charter for Change.
“This project aligns well with our policy to
become the best in energy generation and conservation,” said Jack Keir, energy minister. “With
today’s announcement, we are on the road to

acquiring 10% of the electricity used by New
Brunswickers from renewable sources by 2016.”
The agreement comes following TransAlta’s submission to the Request for Proposal issued by NB
Power. Under the agreement, TransAlta will construct, own and operate a wind power facility in
Kent Hills, Albert County. The farm will consist of
25 wind turbines that will provide approximately
220,000MWh of wind electricity per year.
In addition to its wind initiatives and its participation in the Electric Power Research Institute
tidal power study, NB Power is exploring other
options to obtain incremental renewable energy
to meet provincial targets, such as biomass, small
hydro and electricity generated from landfill gas.

NLH awards second
wind energy contract
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (NLH) announced
that Vector Wind Energy Inc. has been awarded a contract to provide 24MW of wind power to the island
from its Fermeuse Wind Project.
“The province possesses a world-class wind resource
and we are looking very closely at how wind can be a
significant part of our energy future both on the island
and in Labrador,” said Kathy Dunderdale, minister of
natural resources.
The next step is to conclude the power purchase
agreement with Vector. This project will be located near
the community of Fermeuse on the Southern Shore,
Avalon Peninsula, and will see the installation of 12,
2MW turbines.
The island power system, which is isolated from
the North American grid, has a generating capacity of
1919MW, which is achieved through about 65% hydroelectric power and 35% fossil fuel generation.

The Province of Newfoundland and Labrador
will be adopting extended Daylight Saving Time
beginning this spring, said Jack Byrne, minister
of municipal affairs.
“This change will ensure that the Daylight
Saving Time pattern is consistent with other
provinces in Canada and with the United States,”
said Byrne, adding, “It is essential to be in sync
with the rest of the country... [and] the extension
of Daylight Saving Time will ensure that services
such as banking, travel, and shipping will not be impacted, and will benefit
public safety and energy usage.”

P.E.I. savings bonds prove popular with Islanders
Islanders invested just under $2 million in PEI Energy Savings Bonds
before 2006 drew to a close.
“The bond program was created to give Islanders an opportunity to be
partners in wind energy development; to invest in a green energy future.
Clearly that is something Islanders support,” said Jamie Ballem, P.E.I.’s
minister of environment, energy and forestry.
The bonds program provides an opportunity for Islanders to invest in
the Eastern Kings Wind Farm and a green energy future for Prince Edward
Island. One significant benefit is that $8 million of annual energy spending
now leaving the province will stay in P.E.I. as Maritime Electric purchases
energy from the Eastern Kings Wind Farm.

Blue Line Innovations (St John’s, Nfld.) a provider of demandside energy conservation solutions, has hired James R. McMillan
as vice-president sales and marketing. McMillan has over 17 years
of international sales, marketing and technical experience with early
stage and multinational technology companies. He holds a Bachelor of
Commerce in Marketing from the University of Concordia.
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150 years of mapping experience
packed into tiny little box
The Rand McNally
GPS Navigator
Rand McNally (yes, the Rand McNally) introduced
its latest mapping and navigation tool: the Rand
McNally GPS Navigator. The company has combined its knowledge of navigation and travel needs
with the latest technology to create an intuitive
GPS navigation system that is simple enough for
everyone to use.
The Navigator includes all of the bells and
whistles one would expect from such a device, such
as an easy-to-read colour touchscreen, clear and
accurate voice-prompted directions, and automatic
rerouting for missed turns, but is also an inch thinner than many devices in its class. It also features
a new, highly sensitive GPS receiver (the SiRF III
chip) as well as multi-stop route planning, a detour
button to route quickly around traffic and (our

Photo © Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America Inc.

Photo from last year's show courtesy NTEA and The Work Truck Show

SEVERAL CHASSIS manufacturers
unveiling NEW VEHICLES

Trucks for
the trade

favourite) a Go Home button that directs the
driver home from any location.
And, recognizing that GPS technology is
new to many consumers, Rand McNally has
increased the number of hours per week that
technical support is available.

Taking Safety
to a new level

This year, seven chassis manufacturers will unveil new
vocational trucks—as well as product innovations—at The
Work Truck Show. These are always a popular draw with the
crowds, as evidenced by the unveiling of Mitsubishi Fuso’s
Canter Eco Hybrid last year (reported in EB April 2006).

New voltage-indicating
safety switches for improved
personnel Safety.
Now you can tell when voltage is present
in Square D safety switches, helping to
prevent arc-flash hazards and electric
shocks during maintenance work.
Voltage monitors can be factory installed
on Heavy Duty, 600V, 3 Pole, Type 3R/12
and 4/4X stainless steel enclosures,
on the line and/or the load side. Bright,
high luminescent LEDs are highly
visible and their readings are not
affected by ambient light.
They can detect and indicate current
leakage greater than 2 mA or any
remaining voltage on the load-side
of the switch.
Combined with many other safety
features such as visible blades,
viewing windows, and colour-coded
handles, Square D safety switches
are the industrial choice for
personnel safety.

Square D
Turn It On.
www.schneider-electric.ca
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Dodge, Ford Commercial Truck, General Motors
Fleet & Commercial Operations, International Truck
and Engine Corp., Isuzu Commercial Truck of
America, Kenworth Truck Co. and Sterling Trucks
have all announced they will be unveiling new vocational trucks—as well as product innovations—at
The Work Truck Show 2007. The show is held March
7-9 in conjunction with the National Truck Equipment
Association’s (NTEA’s) annual convention.
New products scheduled to debut at The Work
Truck Show include: truck chassis, control systems,
portable power systems, vehicle shelving, shrink tube
connectors, plasma cutters, vocation-specific cranes,
winch system grille guards and shop management
software, just to name a few.
A number of companies will also display advances
in hybrid and alternative fuel technologies, many of
which will be grouped together in a special “Stepping
into the Future” Pavilion.
The show brings together hundreds of truck fleet
managers, truck buyers and maintenance personnel
from Class 1–8 markets with the manufacturers,
distributors and dealers that produce the trucks and
equipment critical to their work. In this single location, attendees check out the latest full-size work
trucks and equipment while examining
individual
vehicle components.
The convention and
trade show are open
to anyone who
uses work trucks
and equipment in
their businesses.
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Case Study
Photo courtesy GE Consumer & Industrial.

Protect
and serve

New South Tower of St. Vincent’s
Hospital in Birmingham, Ala.

Hospital runs with NEXT-GEN
LOW-VOLTAGE switchgear
ack in February 2006, we introduced you to Entellisys, a low-voltage

B

switchgear solution from GE Consumer & Industrial, which promised
to provide new operational safety features and newfound levels of

advanced protection, lifetime system flexibility, greater reliability and ease of
use. EB readers took note, making this product No. 21 in last month’s Top 50
Products feature. It’s one year later, and we now have a case study involving
Entellisys to share with you.
Marathon Electrical Contractors Inc.—in collaboration with GE Consumer &
Industrial’s Electrical Distribution business—helped Birmingham, Ala.’s oldest
medical centre, St. Vincent’s, recognize how to better protect the facility’s electrical
system operators from arc flash hazards related to the operation of switchgear.
“We introduced St. Vincent’s to GE’s Entellisys low-voltage switchgear solution
as soon it became available to us,” says Tommy Godwin, senior project manager with Marathon. “We had an $8-million construction project at St. Vincent’s
underway, and a management team at the hospital that wanted to optimize safety

on all fronts while maintaining functionality
and flexibility.”
“Entellisys fit the bill,” notes Jud Meyer, specification engineer, GE Consumer & Industrial.
“Through its remote operation functionality, integrated with bus-differential protection, the solution offers big advances in safety, flexibility and
reliability compared with standard approaches.
Entellisys helps St. Vincent’s meet OSHA requirements while providing greater protection from arc
flash. It also offers truly remote diagnostics.”
Arc flash is associated with the release of energy
when electrical insulation or isolation between
conductors is broken or can no longer withstand
the applied voltage. The heat generated from a
switchgear arc flash can be up to four times higher
than the surface temperature of the sun, and it
can result in serious injuries or fatalities.
“I’m the last man in line to power up or power
down standard switchgear, or to deal with it
in emergency situations,” says David Jones, a
Marathon job manager who supervises up to 10
onsite, full-time company electricians at the hospital. “I believe Entellisys will greatly enhance the
safety of my personnel on the job,” he says. “That’s
important any time, especially when we’re working
in emergency situations or extreme conditions.”

Because arc flash is a serious issue

INFO NO. 15

By design, GE’s low-voltage switchgear helps
electrical professionals reduce their exposure
risks by moving the work well outside the volatile arc flash energy zone.
“Arc flash safety is a hot-button issue,” says
Meyer. “One of our goals as a manufacturer is
to help mitigate liability and deliver products
tuned to the specific application.”
Marathon’s Godwin has been responsible for
electrical systems at St. Vincent’s since 2000
when the hospital initiated an expansion of its
campus. Godwin, a 47-year veteran of the electrical industry, currently supervises the installation
of electrical systems for the hospital’s seven-floor
North Tower, recognized by Associated Builders
and Contractors (ABC) with the “Excellence in
Construction Award”, and new six-floor South
Tower scheduled to open this past December.
“One of our major concerns is the NFPA 70E...
The remote function features of Entellisys—
such as Near-Gear HMI and Remote HMI
Software—allow the operator to watch breakers
without needing additional maintenance personnel,” says Godwin.
The Near-Gear human-machine interface
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(HMI) can be placed up to 250 feet from the
lineup, which is generally far outside the flash
protection boundary. The near-gear consists of
a stand-alone stack or wall-mounted enclosure
with a touch-screen interface to the system allowing operators to interact with it. The HMI is a
window into the system while the protection,
control and other functionality is handled by the
central processing units in the equipment. The
remote software user interface package provides
operators and other designated personnel secure
access to the system via networked desktops and
laptops. In addition, Entellisys can provide alarm
information and reports to users via e-mail or
messages to their PDAs or other digital devices.
The switchgear also offers a remote racking
device to eliminate the need for operators to
face a moving breaker during rack-out or rackin. According to Godwin, the remote operating
capabilities takes St. Vincent’s from Level 4 PPE
(which requires a suit to operate the switchboard, making it very cumbersome) to Level 2
PPE, which allows the electrician on the job to
operate the switchboard safely outside the arc
flash boundary.
Marathon, notes Meyer, has already taken advantage of the system’s real-time pager and e-mail messaging service to run response-time tests.
“In addition to the enhanced safety features
of Entellisys, the system is very interchangeable,” adds Godwin. “Only one spare breaker is
required. We no longer need to stock multiple
breakers with multiple program abilities.”
“These guys understand the simplicity of
Entellisys’ base design,” says Meyer. Feeders of
2000 amps or smaller in any design are completely interchangeable to a lower-rated compartment so just one breaker frame type is needed as a spare. The only downtime is the time it
takes to put a breaker in position. Meyer notes,
“The intelligence resides at the cubicle and not
within the trip unit of a circuit breaker.”
Marathon’s onsite electricians welcome the
system’s ease of installation. The design has fewer
parts—less than 50% of the wiring found in
typical switchgear—simplifying installation and
overall upkeep and maintenance. On top of that,
the manufacturer came out to check the whole
board, certify that everything was right and set all
the parameters. “It takes a lot of guesswork out for
the electrician on the job,” Godwin notes.
Entellisys is now Canadian Standards
Association (CSA) approved and available for
use in Canada.
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NAIL DOWN THE SAVINGS

COMBO BOX

WITH THIS LOW VOLTAGE BRACKET

FOR POWER & LOW VOLTAGE

Just nail these brackets
to a wood stud in
new construction,
and you’re ready to
install low voltage,
Class 2 wiring!
• Lower cost than
steel extension rings
• Non-conductive
• Eliminates pushback

Installing power
and low voltage?

LVD2
Patented

Use our LVD2
combination box
to install power
and phone/cable
outlets together
in one neat
location!
It’s the sturdiest
box of its kind and
offers easy nail-on
installation.

Screws
to steel
studs
through
these holes

Faster to install than
mud rings!
LVN1
Low Voltage Mounting Bracket
w/ Nails

• Combo
1/2 & 3/4
KOs provided
for raceway on
low voltage side

R

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

©2003 Arlington Industries, Inc. REV05/04

© 2003 Arlington Industries, Inc.

• Non-conductive

LVN2

NEW

2-gang style

Also available

Screw-on
single & 2-gang brackets
for wood or metal studs
Patent
pending

Arlington

Ask for LVS1 & LVS2

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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The LOOP™

LOW-COST
HANGER

ONE-PIECE FIXTURE BOX FOR SIDING

for COMMUNICATIONS CABLE

Arlington’s boxes give you the fastest, easiest way
to install light fixtures and receptacles on siding!

Flexible and
non-metallic,
The LOOP
holds a 2" to 5"
diameter
bundle of CAT5
or fiber optic
cable without
sagging, bending
or damaging
the cable!

BOTH

Patented

Listed for air
handling spaces

TL2.5
holds the same amount
of cable as a J-hook, at
2.5"
TL25

1/2 the COST!

5"
TL50

•
•
•
•

8081F & 8141F offer...

UV rated for long outdoor use
Textured, paintable finish
Installation before or after siding’s up
Ground clip for fixture installations

8141F
©2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

© 2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

TL50
for a
5"diameter
bundle

VS

8081F

Fixture Box

Electrical Box

One-piece...
No extra cover
to lose or store

Two-pieces...
electrical cover
& box

For light fixtures

For light fixtures
& standard receptacles

Patent
pending

Costs
20% Less
than 8081F!

Both come with
NM Cable connector

2"
TL20

Arlington
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BUSHINGS

EMT

THE BEST CABLE PROTECTION

¥ Fast & easy press-on installation
¥ Holds tight as cables are pulled
¥ Protects cable from abrasion
¥ Can be substituted for costly fittings
when used just for wire

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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R

Listed for
Air Handling
Spaces

THE NEATEST WAY TO
COVER UNUSED BOXES!
On Flat and Uneven
Ceilings...
Our CP3540 Box Cover is
the neatest way to cover
unused fan/fixture boxes
(pan boxes too!) and
ks with
r
o
W
poorly cut drywall.
The improved
too!
bracket design offers
‘A’ and ‘B’ openings for use
on flat or uneven ceilings.
Attach bracket to box with
#8 or #10 screws, backing
them out just far enough to
slip the bracket on.
• No screws show on
the ceiling plate
• Fits 3.5" or 4" round
or octagonal boxes
• Non-metallic
• Textured, paintable

xe
Pan Bo

for 1/2" to 4"
EMT • Rigid • PVC

R

Ground Clip for fixture installations

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

Arlington

CP3540 Box Cover

s

Patented. Other patents pending

Use ‘B’ for uneven
or textured ceilings
Thread stud into
opening until tight

Use ‘A’
for flat ceilings
Push stud into
opening to seat
cover

Stud
R
R

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

©2002 Arlington Industries, Inc.
REV 0404

Improved Bracket Design!
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lighting showcase
By Earle Goodwin

Photo courtesy of Diamond and Schmitt Architects Inc. © Tim Griffith

Lighting scheme
and architecture
draw in visitors
Medicine Hat’s Esplanade
Arts & Heritage Centre

M

edicine Hat, Alberta’s new art gallery and performing arts centre, The Esplanade Arts &
Heritage Centre, is a story of the impact lighting
can have on a space.
It was rapidly becoming evident that the city needed a new
building. The museum and art gallery were both running out
of space and they needed a new theatre. Carol Beatty, Medicine
Hat’s manager of cultural development and a prime mover of the
project, saw this problem developing back in 1991. The solution
didn’t become clear until the province made funds for public
buildings available as part of its centennial celebration in 2005.
But buildings like this aren’t always popular. As Beatty says,
“Cultural centres are never really built because of pressure from
the community. They require vision from leaders.”
The problem, as Jack Diamond, partner in Diamond
and Schmitt Architects, saw it, was drawing the residents of
Medicine Hat to the new centre. Art galleries, museums and
theatres can be intimidating. To some, it feels like they are
intended for the rich and entitled. This was the antithesis of his
goal and the goal set out by the city.
“People are afraid of the unknown,” Diamond says. “It was,
therefore, essential to open the building up. Let people see into
it.” That way they can become interested in what is happening
inside, see the type of people who are in there and the building becomes less intimidating. So the front of the building was
designed with glass curtain wall.
The lighting of the Esplanade was crucial to achieving this
vision. Lighting designer Ion Luh of Crossey Engineering worked
with the architects to create an open, inviting atmosphere.

On the outside looking in
If you’ve ever tried to look out of your windows from a bright
room at night, you know that you can only really see from the
dark side into the light. For this reason, the exterior lighting is
kept to a minimum. This doesn’t mean that it’s dark; instead of
relying on a lot of wattage on the outside, much of the lighting
for the front of the building comes from spill from the inside
lighting, augmented with some low-level step lights for safety
and inground architectural uplights. In doing so, the views into
the building are preserved at night. As an additional benefit, the
interplay between dark and light planes is enhanced.
The Esplanade contains administrative space, four galleries
(one of which contains a permanent exhibit), archival space, a
700-seat theatre and the Studio Theatre, which can be used for
smaller performances, receptions or rehearsal space.
As you walk into the lobby, you are greeted by an open, airy
space dominated by a circular stairway that starts on the second floor and takes you to the top of the ‘lantern’—a cube of
glass that acts as a skylight to the interior during the day and a
beacon when viewed from the exterior at night. Lutron fixtures
were used in the building’s lobby and administrative spaces,
and the circular stairway is accented with LEDs. There are also
uplights in the lobby floor highlighting the structural columns.
All the lighting in the public areas is automated and has several
scenes that can be selected, depending on the event.

Special electrical considerations
The main theatre is actually “a box within a box” as Crossey’s
Barry Dempsey describes it, being acoustically isolated from

Photo courtesy of Diamond and Schmitt Architects Inc. © Tim Griffith

the rest of the building. While this gives event producers total freedom to create the sound environment they
want, it created challenges for the electrical contractor. Joe
Merton, Western Electrical Management Ltd.’s vice-president of operations at the time of construction, explains
the measures taken to preserve the acoustic integrity of the
theatre. “Whenever conduit had to cross the break, a loop
of flex was installed. These penetrations were kept to an
absolute minimum and the conduit had sound dampening material installed in the open ends. Also, if conduit
was attached to a transformer close to the break, special
isolation hangers were used to support it.”
Production lighting control for the main theatre is
a Strand system with eight circuits devoted to the
house lighting, which consists of three systems. First
are Lightolier halogen PAR30 track wall washers on the
ground and second floors. The second system consists
of high and low ceiling lights consisting of high-wattage
PARs in the high ceiling and medium-wattage PARs on
the ground floor in the ceiling under the balcony. The
third system is custom-made decorative wall sconces
mounted on the front of the balcony.
Sensitivity to noise reduction extended to the choice
of lighting fixtures, which are line voltage halogens to
eliminate ballasts.
The Studio Theatre is rehearsal space, but is also used
for smaller events, such as receptions or more intimate
musical or theatrical productions. It, also, has three lighting systems. First are fluorescent pendants, which can be

used for lecture settings. Second are incandescent tracks
for house lighting, banquet or small theatre lighting.
There are also recessed strip lights for safety during performances when the theatre is dark.

The final touches
The galleries and art conservancy areas are at the far end
of the lobby and, in contrast to the open airy front of the
building, they are a windowless space to strictly control
the lighting. The lighting in the galleries consists of two
circuits of track lighting mounted on the ceiling. These
are spaced to allow complete floor coverage. As an added
note, the galleries are also multi-media friendly with data
jacks installed in the ceiling. Lighting for the galleries and
conservancy area is carefully filtered to remove any ultraviolet light. Also, sensors tell the building management
system when the space is vacant and the lights are shut off
to limit the exposure of the art pieces to any light while
reducing energy consumption.
Throughout the building, lighting plays a major role. As
Diamond says, “Lighting is the cheapest and most effective form of interior decoration.” And this elegant lighting
design, with its focus on illuminating surfaces, not areas,
shows the architecture off to its best advantage.

Earle Goodwin is a Toronto-based freelance writer and marketing
consultant specializing in electrical construction, and a regular
contributor to Electrical Business.
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Meet the players
By Anthony Capkun

O

From paper carrier
and tennis player

sram recently announced a new president for its Canadian business unit, Osram Sylvania Ltd./Ltée. Abbas Khan is based at the
Canadian company’s Mississauga, Ont. headquarters, and has the
overall responsibility for the company’s sales, operations and support functions, including the Lighting Services division.
Changes in management are nothing new, but what struck me about
Abbas was how young he looked (or perhaps I’m just getting old). I decided
to give him a call and find out more.

to lighting
president

From Bombay to St. Clair
Abbas was born in October 1968 into a family of two parents and an older
sister. He was a very young man when his family emigrated to Canada in
the winter of 1973 from Bombay, India. The family moved into a home in
the St. Clair and Christie area of Toronto, where his parents didn’t waste any
time starting the process of integrating their children into Canadian life. “I
didn’t know English at the time, and everything was foreign to me,” Abbas
recalls, adding that he became very afraid of English letters, as they were
cryptic and mysterious to him.
Not long afterward, Abbas started kindergarten and, within a year, found
himself assimilated. And like all budding corporate leaders, his first job
was as a carrier on a paper route: in this case, The Etobicoke Gazette. His
first ‘promotion’, you could say, came when he moved up from the Gazette
to The Sunday Sun, which paid more. Even at that tender age, Abbas was
showing his mettle: he won a carrier’s award after his first year with the Sun,
which happened to be a wagon for delivering papers. You could say this was
Abbas’ first company vehicle.

Getting educated
Abbas finished high school then went straight to university, though he
admits he still had no idea of what career to pursue. He did, however,
develop a taste for corporate life, thanks to his various jobs during university,
primarily with Xerox Canada and Procter & Gamble. Abbas was also an avid
tennis player during this time, so when he graduated from the University of
Toronto in 1993 with a Bachelor in Arts and Science, the university offered
him the opportunity to develop the tennis facilities at the school’s Erindale
campus in Mississauga during the summer.
It was here that Abbas developed an important conduit to the corporate
world. “One of my adult tennis students worked for Siemens in Canada,
and she suggested I give her my resume after the summer session,” says
Abbas. After some thorough research and careful consideration, he went
for it. “It was an absolutely great decision to take her advice,” beams Abbas.
“When I recognized the diversity and opportunities to learn at Siemens, it
gave me a good feeling, so I prepared hard for the interview.”
Abbas was the only external applicant selected for a position in the
Siemens Commercial Training Program. He later went on to positions in
the Electromechanical Components and Energy and Automation divisions.
“These positions exposed me to the electrical distributor network,” says
Abbas, adding that these positions enabled him to travel the entire Siemens
network across Canada, and receive some great training to boot. After several years of this, he yearned for something more. “I was on the commercial
and financial side of things, and I wanted to broaden my portfolio, so I
accepted the opportunity to join Sylvania, a subsidiary of Siemens.”
He started as the director of unified logistics and distribution, then
gravitated to general manager of lighting services, then vice-president of
sales and marketing for the retail business (which encompasses consumer
products and the automotive aftermarket). Now, he’s assumed the position
of president.

Osram Sylvania’s
Abbas Khan

Abbas as president
When asked about finding and retaining talent, Abbas has few concerns.
“We have an incredibly low turnover rate,” he says of Osram. “We provide
excellent training and advancement opportunities to our employees. We
want to be seen as an employer of choice in Canada.” The environment
remains an important concern. “We have a corporate responsibility to the
environment,” says Abbas. “We look at it from the perspective of sustainability, corporate citizenship and educating the public.” He notes that
Osram is always looking to push “systems and solutions” to end users that
both promote energy efficiency and provide a healthy return on investment.
“We’re also looking at ways to maximize on the incentives provided by utilities to reach more end users,” he explains.
The company is big on innovation, Abbas reminds me, noting that 40%
of Osram’s global sales come from products less than five years old. “This
is because 5% of sales go straight into research and development,” he says,
adding that some product groups, like LEDs, invest even more.

Away from the office
Though he used to be an avid tennis player, Abbas admits it has probably
been about five years since he’s played regularly. His pastime of choice these
days is golf; a sport he has started teaching to his five-year-old son. The boy’s
current career ambitions, however, have nothing to do with the electrical
corporate world (small wonder). “He currently wants to be a firefighter, but
just before that it was a race car driver,” Abbas laughs.

Photo by Paul Wright
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lighting products
AR111 halogen
lamps
The new AR111 line
of halogen lamps consists of high-precision aluminum reflectors made with UV-stop quartz
to reduce product fading while enhancing overall
colour. The AR111 provides bright and white halogen-quality light (up to 2950K) and is well-suited for decorative and
architectural lighting. This low-voltage halogen light offers
good beam control, UV-Block, a compact attractive design
and long life (2000 hours for 35W and 3000 hours for
50W/75W/100W). The AR111 line is adept at delivering farflung light (up to 40K CBCP), while the G53 base offers the
convenience of push-in or screw-in terminals.
101 GE Lighting

ConstantColor CMH Precise MR16
GE’s CMH Precise MR16 combines
long life and energy efficiency with
good colour rendering and consistency.
Boasting it can be two to three times
as efficient as halogen, Precise MR16
helps you save energy without sacrificing
accent lighting, while the low wattage means
less heat. The MR16 provides a warm white light at 3000K
and a colour rendering of over 80 CRI. The twist-and-lock
base design provides secure alignment and easy installation.
102 GE Lighting

Staybright multi-vapour lamps
GE’s Staybright lamps maintain their light a long time,
promising to deliver 22% more light-over-life (mean lumens)
than standard metal halide lamps. Higher maintained lumens
means you can extend the relamp cycle, thereby reducing
replacement and maintenance costs. Staybright’s design

lighting showcase

features an integral pulse-start technology
that provides ‘pulse-arc’-like performance on
standard CW/CWA ballasts, meaning you
don’t require a new ignitor system or fixture
to replace your existing MH lamps.
103 GE Lighting

ULTim8 high-efficiency electronic ballast family

Starcoat T5 Ecolux
GE’s Starcoat T5 Ecolux high-efficiency and highoutput fluorescent lamps are TCLP compliant
(lowering disposal costs) and available in 5000K
with a rated life of 30,000 hours. Starcoat technology gives GE
Ecolux T5 lamps good colour rendering (85 CRI) and 92%
maintained light output. The barrier coating applied to the
inside of the Starcoat T5 enhances lamp
life and delivers good lumen
maintenance.
104 GE Lighting

Basic-12 electronic ballasts
Universal’s Basic-12 electronic
ballasts provide the same light
as magnetic T12 ballasts but
are lighter and reduce energy
consumption by more than
20%. With reduced operating
costs and quieter operation,
Basic-12 ballasts are suitable
as replacements for magnetic
ballasts, either during fixture
maintenance or as part of an
energy-saving retrofit. The ballasts are available for one- and
two-lamp applications, as well as B260I120M-A for energysaving F96T12ES lamps and the B295SRUNVHP for F48,
F60, F72, F84 and F96T12HO lamps.
105 Universal Lighting Technologies

The ULTim8 high-efficiency electronic ballast family from
Universal provides operating efficiency and good performance. The ballasts promise to reduce operating costs by 6%
or more compared to standard electronic ballasts, and up to
40% more than T12 ballasts. Available for one- to four-lamp
F32T8, F32T8/WM and F28T8 applications, ULTim8
feature ballast factor options of Low, Standard and High to
provide energy savings in various applications.
106 Universal Lighting Technologies

CFL PAR
Standard’s CFL Professional Series
uses advanced amalgam technologies
to provide stable light output over
broad temperature ranges and
burning positions in indoor/
outdoor applications. By
replacing an incandescent lamp
with one of these CFLs, you can
enjoy up to 75% energy savings
with enhanced light output.
107 Standard Products

Power Distribution
and Lighting

Solutions
NQOD Panelboards
Offer reliable performance for 120/208Vac
or 240Vac lighting systems and electrical
distribution systems. Available in 600A main
circuit breaker and main lug configurations.
Accept bolt-on or plug-on branch circuit
breakers for 120/208Vac or 240Vac
lighting systems.

NF Panelboards
Provide a cost effective solution for all
your lighting and electrical distribution
needs at 600/347Vac. Available in stock
with up to 600A main breaker or 800A
main lug interiors, and a wide range
of accessories.

I-Line Panelboards
Square D
panelboards
offer you the
best quality,
reliability,
flexibility
and ease of
installation.

Offer sophisticated power-distribution
at 600Vac/250Vdc and 1200A ratings.
They are the ultimate solution for all
your commercial and industrial electrical
distribution applications. A unique
plug-in connection style offers the
easiest installation for power branch
breakers in the industry.
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lighting showcase
Earthsaver 25W T8 lamp
With the introduction of the
25W T8 lamp,
Standard can offer a
full range of energy-efficient
T8s. These lamps promise a minimum
three-year payback and reduced lamp-end blackening.
They are TCLP compliant, and boast good colour rendering and
lumen maintenance. When compared to a 32W, you save seven
watts instantly, which translates into a 25% energy savings.
108 Standard Products

lighting products
models, reducing the amount of SKUs in inventory. Flexconnect
not only saves you time but promises energy savings over conventional magnetic ballasts.
109 Standard Products

XL31 fluorescent/Optistart

Switch to LEDs
Considering changing conventional lamps
to LEDs? Light emitting diodes provide
many advantages over conventional lighting, such as increased energy efficiency and
savings, very long life, reduced maintenance
costs, cooler operation, and shock and vibration resistance. Standard offers an extensive
line of LED lamps, specializing in retrofit
exit sign and miniature-based replacements.
111 Standard Products

Dimmable BR30 compact
fluorescent lamps

Flexconnect ballasts
Flexconnect provides application and voltage flexibility
that takes the guesswork out
of mounting. All lighting
applications and inventory
requirements from 120V to
347V are covered by five

Retrofit existing T12 fluorescent fixtures with energy-efficient XL31 T8 fluorescent tubes and Optistart electronic ballasts to capture up to 40% in energy savings without reducing
light levels. XL31/Optistart retrofit systems can increase tube
life from 20,000 hours to as much as 36,000 hours.
110 Standard Products

The Sylvania 15W BR30
dimmable compact fluorescent replaces the 65W BR30
incandescent, and can be used
on standard electronic incandescent wall dimmers. The dimming
capacity of the lamp is unbeatable—down to 30% dimming. The
small ballast housing allows for direct
replacement with no socket extenders required. With
good colour rendering at 82 and colour temperature
of 2700K coupled with 6000 hours of life, this dimmable lamp is a long-lasting, energy-saving product
suitable for hospitality, retail, and property management applications.
112 Osram Sylvania Ltd.

lightingBrilliance LED luminaires

Introducing
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Introducing the Sylvania lightingBrilliance contemporary LED lamp family. These Sylvania LED
lamps consume only 5W of power, making them
very energy efficient.
Since LEDs do not
contain any mercury or toxic gasses,
they are safer for the
environment, and
because LEDs never
need changing, there
are no bulbs to dispose of. Unlike standard incandescent
bulbs, LEDs generate almost no heat, making them
quite safe, and they are also durable because they do
not have any filament. The lightingBrilliance series
features classic styling and a satin nickel finish with
four models currently available: floor, table, desk and
clamp lamps.
113 Osram Sylvania Ltd.

For more information on

how you can
experience lighting’s best

INFO NO. 25

visit our web site at holophane.com
Contact your local Holophane factory sales representative,
call Launa @ (905) 707-5830
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Introducing extended life Octron T8 XP and XPS
lamp families. On instant-start ballasts, the life ratings have been increased to 24,000 hours at three
hours per start and 30,000 hours at 12 hours per
start. On programmed rapid-start ballasts, the new
life ratings are 30,000 hours at three hours per start
and 36,000 hours at 12 hours per start. Additionally,
the CRI for all the 4-ft XP Supersaver lamps has
been increased to 85. Finally, as an added bonus, the
life of the FO32/800/ECO series of lamps has been
increased at three hours per start on instant-start ballasts, from 15,000 hours to 18,000 hours.
114 Osram Sylvania Ltd.
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lighting products
LED for signage: BACKlight 2nd generation
and Dragon chain modules

and 400W in probe, pulse or ceramic metal halide. Holophane
can help you realize up to 56% energy savings. Further benefits
include: lower watts loss versus magnetic ballasts, 55 C-rated
ballast housings, end-of-life monitoring/shutdown, continuous
dimming and improved lamp lumen depreciation.
1118 Holophane Canada Inc.

Specialty landscape lighting

BACKlight 2nd Generation (B2G) and Dragon chain
LED modules from Osram Sylvania are ideal for signage applications. The BACKlight modules are available on flexible reels with a total length of 31.5 ft. They
are ideally suited to fit contours and curves, and are
available in Red, Yellow, Green, White, Orange and
Blue. The Dragon chain module uses Osram Golden
Dragon LEDs on a 9-ft chain with two LEDs per circuit. This new versatile system packages hi-flux LED
light sources in an extremely flat module, enabling the
design of smaller, sleeker signs. Osram Sylvania offers
a range of power supplies that operate both of these
modules.
115 Osram Sylvania Ltd.

Holophane is pleased to
introduce its new Specialty
Landscape line, which
includes: in-grade LED lighting, well lighting, water and
fountain lights, architectural
and performance floodlights,
and louvered bollards. For
over 100 years, architects,
designers and installers have
turned to Holophane because
of its commitment to high

lighting showcase
standards in technology, reliability and safety. Experience landscape lighting with Holophane’s new Specialty Landscape line.
119 Holophane Canada Inc.

TuffGuard incandescent
coated lamps
The coating on Philips’
TuffGuard incandescent coated lamps
is designed to minimize glass shattering in the
event a lamp
is dropped or
accidentally
broken. The protective, non-stick coating will not yellow, crack
or flake, and is easy to clean. The lamps are ideal for factory
lighting, new construction, open fixtures over food serving areas,
refrigerators, garden fountains and drop cords.
120 PHILIPS

P.O.L.A.R.
Holophane’s P.O.L.A.R. is a passive
thermal management system that
maintains the cold spot temperature on T5 lamps
at 47 C over an
ambient room
temperature of
25 C to 45 C.
This translates
into increased energy savings with maximum and
constant lumen output and controlled lamp operating range. The system helps T5 lamps obtain their
designed illumination levels, and employs innovative Miro-Silver optics for 98% total reflectivity.
P.O.L.A.R. is UL listed 55 C for damp locations,
comes in a variety of mounting options and, ultimately, vertically stacked lamps offer smaller visual
mass. Typical applications include warehouses,
industrial, commercial, retail and institutional.
116 Holophane Canada Inc.

Sitelink

Elite series
The Elite Series product line
from Holophane promises great things in the way of
energy-efficient light fixtures.
Utilizing second-generation,
dimmable electronic ballasts, the series incorporates
wattages of 320W, 350W

Simplicity is improving productivity and your bottom line.
Philips 750W Pulse Start Metal Halide. A solution that delivers improved lumen maintenance
and output when compared to standard switch-start quar tz metal halide lamps. Improved lighting can
mean improved productivity and safety. Not only that, but by replacing a 1000W metal halide lamp
system with a 750W Pulse Start system, you’ll realize a significant savings in energy costs and still
obtain similar light levels. Ideal for use in exhibition halls, outdoor lighting, and industrial applications.
Visit our Professional Lighting page at www.philips.com.

sense and simplicity

www.
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Connect to the future with a versatile pole system:
Holophane’s Sitelink. This system involves extruded
aluminum poles
that
feature
four, self-contained dovetail
tracks and locking hardware
for mounting
equipment. On
one pole you
could integrate
luminaires,
speakers, signals, signs, communication systems, banners and cameras. Sitelink
is also designed to incorporate various amenities,
including everything from trashcans and benches to
newspaper stands and more, and offers the flexibility
to undergo continuous adjustments to address present and future needs.
117 Holophane Canada Inc.
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lighting showcase
Extra-long life T8 lamps
New from Philips are the T8 32W extralong life and Energy Advantage
T8 25W extra-long life
lamps, making our existing T8 portfolio among
the longest-life T8 lamp portfolio in
the industry. They provide a cost-saving, environmentally friendly solution lasting to 40,000 hours
(tested at 12 hours per start on an instant-start ballast), will
operate on all existing T8 ballasts and are suitable for both new
construction and retrofit applications.
121 PHILIPS

TuffGuard HID
coated lamps
Philips TuffGuard
high-intensity discharge
coated lamps provide coated
lighting for manufacturing and
warehouse applications. They are also available in O-rated lamps for
operation in open fixtures. Their protective quartz shroud provides

lighting products
an extra level of security. However, these lamps may not contain
glass in the event of an arc-tube rupture. Protective lamps can help
you meet lighting requirements regulated by government bodies in
certain industries.
122 PHILIPS

Coated linear fluorescent lamps
Philips TuffGuard linear fluorescent
coated lamps reduce the impact
on the environment with
low mercury, energy
efficiency and long
life. Coated lighting
is ideal for food processing/services, manufacturing and hospitals to ensure the best
possible safety. In case of
accidental breakage, these
these lamps
lamps will effectively contain
shattered glass particles. The coating will not yellow, crack or
flake, and is guaranteed to last the average-rated life of the lamp.
123 PHILIPS

Survive-All NXM Series battery unit
The Emergi-lite
Survive-All NXM
series battery unit
sets a new standard for centreto-centre path of
egress illumination, lighting an
egress path up to 70-ft long and 3-ft wide. Visually
appealing, the Survive-All NXM battery unit is
designed for use in commercial and industrial environments where humidity, dust, water infiltration and the
risk of vandalism are specification criteria. This series
also features advanced diagnostics, a non-intrusive
magnetic test switch, 0.5-in. conduit entry on top and
back, tamper-proof screws and an MR16 light source—
all standard. Optionally, this series offers a cold weather choice that will withstand temperatures of -40°C.
This series is fully approved for NEMA-4X and NSF
type installations. 124

Hazlux pulse-start metal halide fixtures

AeroDome

TM

Part of the Aviator Family of Area Lights

High Performance Optics...
Precision Full Cutoff and
Advanced Vertical Lamp Design
• Perfect for illuminating large commercial lots
with strict cutoff and uniformity codes
• Improved for greater spacing, fewer fixtures
• 250- to 1000-watt lamp

The Hazlux pulsestart ballast option is a
high-efficiency alternative to the traditional ballast. Benefits
include increased efficiency of up to 120
lumens per watt (up to
20% improvement in
lumen maintenance
and a longer lamp
life). Hazlux pulse-start ballasts extend lamp life from
15,000 to 20,000 hours on 175W and 250W units
compared to the traditional 10,000 hours of a normal
ballast. The ballast provides faster re-strike time,
requiring only six minutes to re-light, compared with
15 minutes for a standard MH ballast. Fixtures are
fully illuminated in two minutes compared to four
minutes for MH. It also allows for colder ignition temperatures of -40°F compared to-20°F in traditional
MH. Available on Hazlux 3 and Hazlux 5 fixtures. 125

JMLA Series battery unit
The Emergi-lite JMLA
Series decorative battery units combine
contemporary design
with energy efficiency
and state-of-the-art
path of egress illumination. Designed to
meet the needs of interior design professionals in locations where low ceilings create installation difficulties, the JMLA Series
can illuminate up to 70 feet, centre-to-centre—all
while providing the latest in high-tech security capability. JMLA Series battery units feature a solid-state,
pulse-type charger, high-performance MR16 halogen
light source, sealed dust-proof transfer relay and longlife, maintenance-free sealed batteries. 126

Easy Installation...
Saves Time and Money
• Separate removable ballast module means you can
install the fixture with less weight
• Simple, direct pole Side-Arm or Post-Top Mount
• Tool-less lens frame saves time, eases installation
and maintenance

Longer Life...
With Less Maintenance and No Worries

Hazlux 3 induction lighting fixtures

• Thermal Chimney and isolated ballast compartment manages heat for
longer component life (rated for 40˚C ambient)
TM

• Seamless, die-cast aluminum housing with Colorfast DeltaGuard finish
• High-temperature silicone gasket seals optical system from debris and
insects to reduce maintenance (IP65)
®

Let us prove... how AeroDome is the
best solution for your next project.
Contact your local Ruud Lighting agent
today for a layout.
INFO NO. 27

Ruud Lighting products are available in Canada
exclusively through authorized electrical distributors.

Ruud Lighting Canada

(800) 473-1234

www.ruud.ca
RUUD_EB_Feb07.indd 1
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In the typical industrial
plant, lighting is often
required in hazardous, hardto-reach places. Lamp
replacement can put employees at risk and may require
the rental of expensive equipment, such as scissor lifts.
Hazlux 3 induction lighting
fixtures deliver over six times
the life of traditional MH
lamps, drastically reducing
maintenance/re-lamping operations and related installation risks. The fixtures retrofit into existing Hazlux 3
installations and are certified for use in hazardous
(Class 1, Zone 2, Groups IIA, IIB, IIC, Exn R II T3
[restricted breathing], Division 2, Groups, A, B, C, D)
and non-hazardous areas. 127
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CALENDAR
Canadian Electrical Code 2006 Essentials
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Mississauga, Ont., February 19-20
Ottawa, Ont., February 26-27
Sudbury, Ont., March 8-9
London, Ont., March 12-13
Niagara Falls, Ont., April 9-10
Montreal, Que., June 7-8
Halifax, N.S., June 11-12
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
International Symposium
on Growth through Acquisition
Robbinex Inc., Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP,
International Corporate Finance Group
February 20
Toronto. Ont.
Visit www.robbinex.com for contact information
Electric West
February 21-23
Long Beach, Calif.
Visit www.electricshow.com

Static, Transient Voltages & Lighting
Protection Systems (Fundamentals/
Evaluation/Control)
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Mississauga, Ont., February 21
Calgary, Alta., March 13
Edmonton, Alta., April 25
Vancouver, B.C., April 27
Ottawa, Ont., May 23
Halifax, N.S., May 25
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
Electrical Technical and
Mega Projects Workshop (ETMP)
IEEE (Southern Alberta and
Northern Canada sections)
February 26-27
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.ieee.org/megaprojects
Electrical Safety Workshop (ESW)
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE)

February 27-March 2
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.ewh.ieee.org/
cmte/ias-esw/annual.htm
Grounding & Bonding of Electrical Equipment
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Ottawa, Ont., February 28
Calgary, Alta., March 14
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
University of Industrial Distribution
Indiana University/Purdue University
March 4-7
Indianapolis, Ind.
Visit www.univid.org
Design, Installation & Certification of
Electrical Equipment in
Hazardous Locations
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Mississauga, Ont., March 5-6
Regina, Sask., March 29-30

For a more extensive
listing, visit
EBMag.com
and click
Calendar

Winnipeg, Man., April 2-3
Vancouver, B.C., May 7-8
Moncton, N.B., June 14-15
Niagara Falls, Ont., June 18-19
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
The Work Truck Show & NTEA Convention
National Truck Equipment Association (NTEA)
March 7-9
Indianapolis, Ind.
Visit www.ntea.com
Arc Flash: Measures for
Prevention and Control
Schneider Electric (CSA)
Winnipeg, Man., March 8
Halifax, N.S., April 24
Moncton, N.B., April 26
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
Fundamentals & Lighting Basics
for Distributors & Contractors
The Source/Cooper Lighting
March 14-16
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com
and click Source, then Course Calendar
NEC/CEC: A Comparison of Requirements
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Calgary, Alta., March 15-16
Sarnia, Ont., April 12-13
Windsor, Ont., May 24-25
Niagara Falls, Ont., June 25-26
Visit learningcentre.csa.ca
PowerTest Electrical Maintenance
and Safety Conference
InterNational Electrical
Testing Association (NETA)
March 19-22
Denver, Colo.
Visit www.netaworld.org and click on
Conference and Seminars
Industrial Ethernet and IEC 61131-3 Seminar
WAGO Corp.
March 26-28
May 14-16
September 24-26
November 5-7
Germantown, Wis.
For details, e-mail info.us@wago.com

For More information on our full line of professional
power tools contact us at chunt@ca.panasonic.com

Advanced IRiS Solutions
The Source/Cooper Lighting
March 26-27
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com
and click Source, then Course Calendar

INFO NO. 29

Commercial & Industrial Lighting Solutions
The Source/Cooper Lighting
April 11-13
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com
and click Source, then Course Calendar
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CALENDAR
Annual Electrical Industry Conference
Ontario Electrical League (OEL)
April 18-21
Windsor, Ont.
Visit www.oel.org

WILL BE

THERE!

Healthcare Lighting Design Solutions
The Source/Cooper Lighting
April 26-27
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com and click Source, then
Course Calendar
Electrical Learning Expo
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
May 3
Grande Prairie, Alta.
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca

NEW
DATE!

Annual Meeting
National Association of Electrical Distributors (NAED)
May 5-9
Washington, D.C.
Visit www.naed.org
Lightfair
International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD)
and Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America (IESNA)
May 8-10
New York, N.Y.
Visit www.lightfair.com

Residential Lighting
Design Solutions
The Source/Cooper Lighting
June 25-26
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com and click
Source, then Course Calendar
Annual Golf Tournament
Ontario Energy Network (OEN)
July 26, 2007
Gormley, Ont.
Visit www.ontarioenergynetwork.org
Fundamentals & Lighting
Basics for Distributors
& Contractors
The Source/Cooper Lighting
August 1-3
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com and click
Source, then Course Calendar

Annual Golf Tournament
Ontario Electrical League (OEL)
August 15
Nobleton, Ont.
Visit www.oel.org
Atlantic Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
August 16
Moncton, N.B.
Visit www.electrofed.com
Federation Cup Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
August 28
Bond Head, Ont.
Visit www.electrofed.com
Fall Golf Tournament
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
August 30
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca or call (403) 514-3085

Annual Conference & Convention
National Electrical Contractors
Association (NECA)
October 5-8
San Francisco, Calif.
Visit www.necaconvention.org/2007.htm
WILL BE

THERE!

Electrical Showcase
British Columbia Electrical
Association (BCEA)
October 25
Victoria, B.C.
Visit www.bcea.bc.ca

WILL BE

THERE!

Basic Electricity
Course at NAIT
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
November 7
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca
or call (403) 514-3085

™

WILL BE

THERE!

Lighting Fundamentals/Lighting Basics
The Source/Cooper Lighting
May 16-18
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com and click Source,
then Course Calendar

CFL FLUORESCENT ELECTRONIC BALLASTS
UNIVERSAL VOLTAGE

Quebec Region Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
May 22
Pointe Claire, Que.
Visit www.electrofed.com
Annual Conference
Supply & Distribution Council,
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
May 30-June 2
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Visit www.electrofed.com

WILL BE

THERE!

National Conference
Canadian Electrical Contractors Association (CECA)
June 13-16
Ottawa, Ont.
Visit www.ceca.org
WILL BE

THERE!

Spring Golf Tournament
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
June 14
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca
or call (403) 514-3085

• 120V - 277V
• < 10% ATHD
• High Power Factor
• End-of-Life Protection

• Operate 1x, 2x Lamps
• Twin, Triple, Quad,
Double Quad 9-70W
• UL, cUL
• 90ºC Max Operating Temp.

Advanced Features:
• Programmed start for extended lamp life in frequent switching applications
• End-of-lamp-life protection to safely remove power from the lamp as it nears end-of-life
• Cold starting to ensure proper functionality even in low temperature applications
• Improved reliability due to precision control flicker-free operation
• Auto-restart which eliminates the need to reset the power mains after lamp replacement
• Versatile mounting: Side and back leads included with optional ballast
• Auto light compensation during low power situations
• Dual entry color coded connector

Electrical Showcase
British Columbia Electrical Association (BCEA)
June 21
Kelowna, B.C.
Visit www.bcea.bc.ca
53rd Pulp and Paper Industry Conference
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
June 24-29
Williamsburg, Va.
Visit www.pulppaper.org

Trusted worldwide for cost efﬁcient lighting solutions.

Fulham HeadQuarters (USA)
12705 S. Van Ness Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Tel: (323) 599-5000
Fax: (323) 754-9060
info@fulham.com
www.fulham.com

Fulham Electronic Co. Ltd (South China)
Room 415 Junda Business Center, No.23 Road
Dongguan City Guangdong Province P.R.. China
Tel : +86-769-2234-7250/7251/7252
Fax : +86-769-2234-9904
tonyzhang@fulham-china.com

Fulham Electronic Co. Ltd (Mid China)
Room 312-315, Xing Yuan Technology Plaza,
No 418, Gui Ping Road,
Caohe-Jing Hi-Tech Park,
Shanghai, P.R.C.
Post Code: 200233

Fulham Company Ltd (International)
Unit 2617, Miramar Tower, 132 Nathan Road
T.S.T., Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852-2314-4801
Fax: +852-2314-4186
anita-lau@fulham.com.hk

Fulham Company Ltd (Middle East)
LOB-2, No 127
P.O. Box 261051,
Jebel Ali Free Zone,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Tel: + 9714-8873577
Fax: + 9714-8873599
fulhamdubai@fulham.com

Fulham Electronic Co. Ltd (North China)
No. 9 Xingchang Road, Nanshaozhen
Changping Science Park
Beijing 102200
P.R. China
Tel : +86-10-6073-5858
Fax : +86-10-6073-3765
tonyzhang@fulham-china.com
Fulham Co., Inc. (Canada)
2967 Lotus Court
Coquitlam, BC V3B 7B3
Tel: (604)-288-2609
Fax: (604)-288-2554
thughes@fulham.com

Patent Pending
Fulham Co., Inc. (Caribbean / Latin America)
12705 Van Ness Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Tel: (800) 2-FULHAM
Fax: (323) 754-9060
jrodriguez@fulham.com
Fulham/Lightech (Dominican Republic)
Calle 24 Este No. 16
La Castellana
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Tel: (809) 476-9965
Fax: (809) 412-4224
lightech@tricom.net

www.

EB-Feb-15-32.indd 25

Fulham/Carlson Trading, (Philippines)
#97 Tomas Arguelles St.
Cor Bayani Brgy.
Santol Quezon City, Philippines
Tel: +632-712-8888
Fax: +632-749-9950
christopher_tiu@carlsonphil.com
Fulham Electronics India Pvt Ltd. (India)
A1 , 2nd Floor , Chirag Enclave , GK-I
New Delhi - 110 048 INDIA
Tel: 0091-11-46567394
Fax: 0091-11-46567398

INFO NO. 30

IESNA Teachers of Lighting Workshop
The Source/Cooper Lighting
June 17-22
Peachtree City, Ga.
Visit www.cooperlighting.com and click Source,
then Course Calendar
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PRODUCTS
Transformer combo power centre

Line voltage thermostat

The Square D transformer
combo power distribution
section reduces onsite installation costs and electrical
equipment space requirements by up to 50%. It bundles panelboards, individually mounted circuit-breakers
or lighting contactors with
a dry-type transformer into
a single factory-assembled
and prewired integrated solution. Panels are stacked above
a transformer to save floor
space. Wiring between the internal components is done at the
factory to eliminate the need for conduit and box connectors.
Equipment layouts can be configured to customer specifications.
This seismically qualified combo is compatible with the Square D
Integrated Power Centre and QED switchboards, and meets all
applicable Canadian codes and standards.
128 Square D (Schneider Electric)

Dimplex’s new Chromalox line voltage thermostat allows consumers with electric baseboard and fan-forced heaters to easily and
accurately regulate the temperature in their
homes. The exterior of the unit has a slim,
rounded profile in a white finish, which
is complemented by a large, easy-to-read
control dial. Consumers have the choice of
using either Fahrenheit or Celsius scale—they
simply snap in the insert they wish to use. The
thermostat is designed with good ventilation
across the bimetal for improved accuracy and
home comfort. From cycle to cycle, it is accurate to within 1°C.
The unit’s range is 5°C to 35°C. The thermostat is available in
both single- and double-pole models. For safety, the lead wires are
enclosed, so there are no exposed electrical contacts.
129 Dimplex North America Ltd. (div. of Glen Dimplex Group)

Dual-voltage isolated power panel
With PG LifeLink’s XTLD dual-voltage isolated power panel, operating rooms are equipped to deal with multiple procedures easily.

The dual-panel configuration ensures each OR has
its own power supply, so
there is no waiting for staff
in other ORs to complete
a procedure before turning on X-ray machines,
lasers or other medical
equipment. In addition,
the dual transformer saves
the cost of additional wiring from a remote panel to
the OR. The XTLD safeguards against the interruption of power under
fault conditions and reduces shock hazard. The system
maintains continuity of power for life support and
other important equipment in the event of a fault
situation. The panel employs a single transformer and
two voltage outputs. Available volt units are: 120/208,
120/240, 110/220 and 120/120.
130 PG LifeLink

Calibration software
Fluke’s MET/CAL
Plus software v.7.2
includes broader
instrument support,
new RF calibration
features, flexible
standards and a new
Pack/Unpack utility
for easier file transport between MET/
CAL systems. The
software is designed
to be a complete solution, and includes MET/CAL software for automated
calibration and MET/TRACK, a dedicated system for
managing and reporting test and measurement assets.
v.7.2 allows MET/CAL Plus to address an expanded
workload, particularly in the area of RF calibration.
Function Select Codes (FSCs)—including GPIB commands, operational limits mapping and accuracy files
for calculating measurement uncertainty—are now
available to support several instruments.
131 Fluke Electronics Canada

Safety sign-making software

There’s Been A Surge In Our Line of GFCIs.
WE’VE INCREASED OUR ENTIRE GFCI OFFERING – MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC
Woodhead now offers a full line of portable, inline
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters, with all-new automatic
reset products and an expanded offering of manual
reset designs. This broader, deeper line gives you a
complete solution from a single source.

for the most demanding environments. Choose the
names you trust and the products you depend on
from our full line of inlines, tri-cords, plugs and
boxes — Woodhead® molded, Watertite® and
Super-Safeway®.

Known throughout the industry as “best in their class,”
Woodhead GFCIs combine the toughness and features

For performance, reliability and safety, you can’t do
better than Woodhead.

INFO NO. 31
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Access power controller
Altronix’s Maxim 75D
access power controller
features resettable PTCprotected outputs to avoid
damage due to short-circuit
and overcurrent conditions
the system may encounter.
The most recent addition to
the Maxim series, the 75D
provides 10A and 12VDC
and 10A at 24VDC. The
unit converts a 115VAC
60Hz input into eight 12VDC and eight 24VDC
independently controlled PTC-protected outputs.

905.624.6518 • woodhead.com/gfci

©2006 Woodhead Industries

mag.com

K-Sun has made enhancements to its MaxiSoft
MaxiSigns software for making safety signs, labels and
tags. MaxiSigns v.2 builds on the capabilities of earlier
versions, including the ability to translate a sign into
French with a click of the mouse. Convenient ‘Click
and Edit’ and Auto Text sizing functions make designing custom signs, not to mention tags and labels, quick
and easy.
132 MaxiSoft (div. of K-Sun Corp.)
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Is Energy Savings
The outputs can also be operated in both fail-safe
and/or fail-secure modes. Auxiliary power outputs
(unswitched) are rated at 2.5A. All outputs incorporate built-in selectable latching or non-latching fire
alarm (FACP) interface. Monitoring for AC failure,
low battery and battery presence is also incorporated
into the design of the units.
133 Altronix

a

Hot Topic
In Your OfÀce?
OfÀce?

160W power supply

Universal Lighting Technologies can help energy efÚciency feel like a breeze. Basic-12® electronic T12 ballasts can provide
energy savings greater than 20% when replacing magnetic T12 ballasts during Úxture maintenance and re-lamping programs.
ULTim8® high efÚciency electronic ballasts can cut your energy bills by up to 40% compared to magnetic T12 systems – and
up to 6% over standard electronic ballasts. For more information, please contact Universal or your Universal Distributor.
Universal Ballasts are available at all GE Authorized Distributors
Energy Intelligence in Lighting

INFO NO. 32

The AAD160 series
of triple- and quadoutput switching
power
supplies
offers 160W of tightly regulated power in a
package measuring 5 x 3.14
x 1.25-in., making them ideal
for low-profile/1U-high applications. Each output offers a range
of factory set-points, allowing thousands of possible
output combinations. The power supplies feature
universal AC input with active power factor correction for EN61000-3-2 compliance, and consist of two
independently regulated main outputs. Remote Sense
and Power Fail functions combined with overcurrent
and overvoltage protection circuits provide reliable
performance. All models are RoHS compliant, meeting UL and CSA standards.
134 Tamura USA Corp.

Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc . • 26 Century Blvd. , Suite 500 • Nashville, TN 37214 -3683 • (615) 316-5100
GE_Universal_EB_Feb07.indd 1
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Online short-circuit current rating software
Cooper has introduced
compliance software for
helping facilities determine the short-circuit
current rating (SCCR) of
industrial control panel
assemblies. With a oneyear subscription, users
can access OSCAR online
as often as they wish. By
simply entering a component part number,
OSCAR taps into its database of more than 50,000
online item part numbers and accurately determines
the assembly SCCR. OSCAR continually updates
new part numbers and their component SCCRs, and a
custom device option allows users to enter specialized
component rating information for devices not found
in the database.
135 Cooper Bussmann (div. of Cooper Industries)

Integrated power centre

INFO NO. 33

Schneider’s Square D Integrated Power Centre (IPC)
combines electrical distribution equipment and building management controls into a single factory-assembled and pre-wired system that reduces space requirements and onsite installation time. Configured to
customer specifications, the IPC consists of NQOD,
NF and I-LINE panelboard interiors in a switchboardstyle enclosure. System components can include:
power meter modules; lighting contactors; TVSS;
column width and Powerlink lighting panelboards;
third-party components and power conditioners; and
power and control cable wiring. Meantime, feeder
breakers in the power panel can be factory-wired to the
main breaker or main lugs of each lighting panelboard
interior to reduce onsite labour and material cost.
136 Square D (Schneider Electric)
CSA_7x10_EB_Feb07.indd 1
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More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.
BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com

34
37

Superior Corrosion Protection
Ocal® Electrical Conduit & Fittings
Corrosion causes millions of dollars
in damage through lost time, materials and labour. Stop corrosion from
striking with Ocal® PVC-coated
conduit and fittings. Complete
Ocal® system includes more than
2,500 varieties of fittings, supports,
patching compounds and renowned
Rothenberger® installation tools.

Sta-Kon
Sta-Kon®® Heat-Shrink
Heat-Shrink
Terminal
Terminal Kit
Kit
Why settle for an inferior quality connection
in your heat-shrink wiring applications?
Only Sta-Kon® heat-shrink terminals
contain the original Sta-Kon solderless
terminal, widely recognized as the best
in the industry.
Now you can get everything you need
to make fully sealed connections in one
handy kit. Kit includes the most popular
sizes of Sta-Kon heat-shrink terminals
and butt splices plus a torch,
wire stripper and crimping tool.

XX
35

Thomas & Betts Limited
450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

To request the new Ocal®
catalogue, call
1-888-879-7222, ext. 2 or
e-mail to mrkt_canada@tnb.com.

36
XX
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More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.

GE Consumer & Industrial
Lighting

ConstantColor

TheIntelligent
IntelligentParking
ParkingLot
LotController
Controllerisis
The
BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
two-circuit "smart
"smart technology"
technology" electrical
electrical
aa two-circuit
everything it takes to make you an
outletdesigned
designedtotodeliver
deliver65%
65%ininpower
powersavsavoutlet
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
ings for
for parking
parking lot
lot block-heater
block-heater applicaapplicaings
handheld cartridge based labelling system
tions.The
Theprogrammable
programmableon-board
on-boardcomputcomputtions.
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
measurestemperature
temperaturetotoregulate
regulatepower
power
ererlabels
measures
and sleeves as well as continuous
flow and
and ensure
ensure starts
starts at all
all temperatures.
temperatures.
flow
tapes...You
name it atIDXPERT
prints it!
Fast installation
installation toto varied
varied junction boxes
boxes
Fast
Choose from two
keyboardjunction
layouts, then
makes retrofit
retrofit easy
easy and
and flexible.
flexible. Durable
Durable
makes
select from a wide range of label materials
constructionand
and 10 yearsininthe
thefield
fieldprove
prove
construction
engineered just10foryears
your application.
That
99.8%
reliability.
99.8%
reliability.
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack

Ruud Lighting's Indirect Linear Lighting system is an ideal solution for a
wide variety of today's
office/work/study environments.
The system is flexible, reliable and
easy to install. It combines a look
that is both contemporary and elegant, offering great value.

®

®

CMH Lamps

GE ConstantColor® CMH® Lamps are energy efficient
and provide crisp white halogen-like light.
• Outstanding light quality
• Excellent efficiency
• Long life

and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

• Advanced arc tube
• Unlimited design possibilities

40
37

38
41

For More Information Please Contact Us At
1-877-259-0941 Ext: 2913 Or Cllnfocdn@ge.com
Or Visit Our Website at www.gelighting.com.

OrderTy-Rap
all your Maintenance,
Supply
®
®
Ty-Rap
and Repair (MRO) products direct
Detectable
Detectable
Ties
from The Home DepotTies
Supply, a
national
wholesale
distributor.
We
Avoid
unpleasant
surprises
with
®
Ty-Rap
Detectable
Ties.in-stock
offer
more thanCable
10,000
In the
pharmaceutical,
food and including:
products
in 10 categories
beverage
industries,
the last thing
appliance
parts, electrical,
hardware,
you
want is the trimmed-off
housekeeping,
janitorial,end
HVAC, lightofing,
a cable
tie plumbing
packaged with
paint,
and tools. With
®
your
Theprices,
new Ty-Rap
low product.
wholesale
fast delivery,
detectable
cable
tie
is
an
efficient
personalized service, special orders
alternative
to nationwide
standard nylon
cable tieswe
and
and
coverage,
have
costly stainless steel fasteners.
Incorporating
uniquefor a free
what you
need! Calla today
compound detectable by metal detectors and x-ray
catalogue or visit www.hdsupply.ca

Home Depot Supply

Thomas
& Betts Limited
1-800-782-0557
450-347-5318

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
www.ruud.ca

42
39
42
37

41
44

www.hdsupply.ca

Pass and Seymour
905-738-9195
www.passandseymour.com

42
45

www.tnb-canada.com

Sitelink™
Connect to the future with a revolutionary new versatile pole system.
Extruded aluminum poles that feature four self-contained dovetail
tracks & locking hardware for
mounting equipment. Integrated on
one pole: Luminaires, speakers, signals, signs, communication
systems, banners & cameras. It is
also designed to incorporate amenities including everything from trashcans, benches, newspaper stands
and more. Sitelinks system gives you
the ability to adjust continuously for
present and future needs.

43
46

Holophane Canada Inc.
905-707-5830
www.holophane.com

WAGO
Offers Roughing-In
Better Alternatives
Iberville®
Products

EYE HALOGEN
The CHOICE in Halogen
How important is QUALITY?
When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,
it is difficult to distinguish any difference in
quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only
during the operation. A low quality halogen
light bulb can damage your fixture and provide
substandard performance.
EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese
made lamps with the highest
quality standards.
For more information or to locate your local
distributor, please contact:

49
46

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1
marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com
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Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.

fittings and accessories. Catalogue

47
44
XX

450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com
WAGO CORPORATION
www.wall-nuts.us

Email us today to request our full product catalog or visit our website for
more information.

45
48

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

Wunpeece Duct Spacer
The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects. The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers. With its sturdy one piece construction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation. Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

50
47

Rocelo Inc.
24 Vice Roy Rd., Unit 1
Concord, Ontario L4K 2L9
905-738-0737

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

®
FromAn
theupdated
innovation
of CAGE
version
of CLAMP
the Iberville®
spring-pressure
technology
in
Roughing-Inconnection
Products catalogue
is now
1977,available.
WAGO has
consistently
brought
the
Technical
catalogue
includes
electrical
contractor
better for
alternatives
to
product
information
the complete
existing
technologies.
The Electricalproducts
Conrange
of Iberville roughing-in
tractor Products Brochure continues that
for the commercial and residential martradition by offering 22 pages of WAGO’s
ket including connectors, fittings, cable
latest alternatives to twist connectors, barand conduit
and grounding
rier strips,
screw accessories,
and lug connectors.

This means
fast,
available
onreliable,
T&B webmaintenance-free
site or in printed
connections that are vibration and corroformat.
sion resistant and designed to withstand
the demands of temperature cycling
applications.
WAGO products conform to
Thomas
& Betts Limited
national and international standards.

VanteraBrady
Incorporated
Vantera
Incorporated
1-866-353-2785
1-866-353-2785
Tel:
1-800-263-6179
www.iplc.com
www.iplc.com
Fax:
800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com
B-Tech offers one of Canada’s most
complete lines of Audio-Video
Mounts for Flat Panel LCD and Plasma TVs, as well as for traditional CRT
screens. The boom in Flat Panel TVs,
whose space-saving advantages are
maximized via wall or ceiling mounting, offers an excellent “extra business” opportunity for electrical contractors who may already be doing
wiring or other work at the residential, commercial or industrial site. BTech supplies a full range of Low
Profile (Flat), Tilt and Articulated Flat
Panel TV mounts.

NEW P&S ROTARY DIMMERS
Pass & Seymour/Legrand’s new
Rotary Dimmers include a Dial on/off
600W Dimmer, activated by rotating
the knob, and Pre-set 1000W Single
Pole and 3-Way Dimmers, each activated by pushing in the knob. Featuring 104V dimming ranges for excellent heat management, there’s no
de-rating required on 600W versions.
Shallower depth leaves more room,
easing installation. Available in light
almond, ivory and white with colorlighted options for easy location in
the dark.

equipment, it is also available in a buoyant polypropylene
version for use in liquid processing areas.

43XX
40

Thomas & Betts Limited
www.tnb-canada.com
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Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118,
or visit www.udevices.com
for more information
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The Constructor / Res Wire Pro (RWP)
– Constructor Ladder Logic, Electrical Circuit & Control
– RWP: A New Standard for Residential Wiring
– PocketCAD: Take CAD With You
– Tutorial Software – Motor Control – CLX Trainer
– PLC w/ Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator

MARKETPLACE

WANTED
Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.
Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.
FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com
INFO NO. 50

INFO NO. 49
Falvo_EB.indd 1

1/11/07 12:14:25 PM

RAYLEW
POWER SYSTEMS INC.

Always buying and selling used Generator sets
and power equipment
Contact: Neil O. Lewis
Ph: 1-800-385-4421
Edmonton, Alberta
Email: neil@raylewpower.com
www.raylewpower.com

INFO NO. 51

INFO NO. 53

INFO NO. 52

INFO NO. 54

INFO NO. 55

www.

EB-Feb-15-32.indd 29
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CODE FILE

Allowable ampacities:
conductors in cable trays
A

discussion of conductor numbers and
ampacities in cable trays is frequently met with snickers and knowing
smiles. Could it be that the rule for wiring in
cable trays is sometimes taken less-than-seriously? We have all seen trays overloaded with
cables—if not at the time of installation,
then in the fullness of time. It’s just so easy to
add more cables to existing trays, especially
when they follow a convenient route to your
intended destination.
People are occasionally surprised that
there is, in fact, a rule for cable trays, and
that it can greatly increase the minimum
conductor sizes given in Tables 1 through
4. So let’s review the much-maligned CEC
Rule 12-2210, Ampacities of Conductors
in Cable Trays, with a detailed look at the
maximum permissible ampacities for conductors installed in ladder, ventilated and
non-ventilated cable trays.
For those less familiar with cable trays,
Section 0 includes some very precise definitions for all three types. For our purposes,
it’s enough to know that all three have side
rails and a bottom. The bottom of a ladder
tray looks something like a ladder, where
the spacing between the rungs exceeds 50
mm. A ventilated tray has a solid bottom
with ventilation openings not exceeding 50
mm longitudinally. A non-ventilated tray is

Questions and
answers compiled

enclosed on the top, bottom and both sides
with no ventilation openings.
Rule 12-2210 prescribes that when
installed in a cable tray, allowable conductor and cable ampacities are based on
Tables 1 through 4 for copper and aluminum conductors, with adjustments based
on the spacings between cables and the
type of tray selected.
When spacings between cables in a ladder
or ventilated tray are maintained at greater
than 100% of the largest cable diameter in
the tray, the minimum conductor ampacities
may be determined from:
• Tables 1 or 3 for copper or aluminum
single-conductor cables; or
• Tables 2 or 4 for copper or aluminum
multiple-conductor cables (ampacities
corrected in accordance with Table 5C
for the number of conductors when they
exceed three per cable).
For example, with 100% of the largest cable
diameter spacing maintained, a cable that
contains six current-carrying conductors
would require a correction factor of 80%
based on Table 5C, applied to the ampacities
derived from Tables 2 or 4.
When spacings between cables in a ladder or ventilated tray are maintained at any
distance between 25% and 100% of the largest cable diameter in the tray, the allowable

Question 1

by Ted Olechna

Tackle the

Code Conundrum...
if you dare
So, you think you know the electrical code, eh?
Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code
junkie or downright code-clueless. Take a look at the
following questions and check your answers in March’s
Electrical Business.

Armoured cable shall be
permitted to be installed in
or on buildings or portions
of buildings of combustible
construction only?
a) True b) False

Question 2
A separate bonding conductor
is not required to be installed
in liquid-tight flexible conduit?
a) True b) False

How did you do?
3 of 3 – Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
1 of 3 – Your understanding of these questions is
not up to code.
2 of 3 – You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.
0 of 3 – Did you come up with your answers by
playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

Question 3
Overcurrent devices shall be
permitted to be connected in
parallel in circuits of 750V
or less.
a) True b) False

BY LES STOCH

ampacities obtained as above would need
to be further corrected in accordance with
Table 5D (unless a deviation from the rule is
permitted). Table 5D is arranged in up to six
conductors or cables arranged horizontally,
and two rows vertically.
If, for example, we decide to install a single
layer of five cables horizontally in a ladder or
ventilated tray, spaced at 50% of the largest
cable diameter apart, the allowable ampacity as determined from the above example
would need to be reduced to 83% in accordance with Table 5D.
But hold on: the most exciting part is yet
to come! When cable spacing in a ladder or
ventilated tray is less than 25% of the largest
cable diameter in the tray, or for any spacings
in a non-ventilated tray, the allowable cable
ampacities are based on Tables 2 or 4 for
copper or aluminum conductors (corrected
in accordance with Table 5C for the total
number of conductors in the tray).
Let’s say we have four three-conductor
cables in a ladder tray, spaced less than the
25% of the largest cable diameter apart. And
let’s suppose that all of the conductors are
considered current-carrying as defined in
the code. This would give us 12 conductors
in the tray. Table 5C shows that the allowable
ampacities of the cables in this tray would
need to be corrected to 70% of their Table 2

or 4 ratings. (No doubt everyone faithfully
applies Table 5C as shown in this example at
every given opportunity...)
There is a reminder at the end of Rule 122210 that the cable ampacities must be further reduced when the trays are installed in
a location where ambient temperatures may
exceed 30°C. For example, when installing
90°C-rated conductors in a location where
the ambient temperature may reach 40°C,
a further correction to 90% of the values
calculated above would be necessary.

Always consult
the electrical inspection
authority in your province/territory for more specific interpretations.
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Answers ▼▼▼
to Code Conundrum
Electrical Business January 2007
Q-1: In a residential 120V/240V panelboard, tie wire is permitted to be
used to interlock the handles of two single-pole circuit breakers in lieu
of installing a two-pole common trip circuit breaker.
b) False. Rule 14-302(b) 14-302 Construction of Circuit Breakers.
Where circuit breakers are provided for the protection of apparatus
or ungrounded conductors, or both, they shall open the circuit in all
ungrounded conductors by the manual operation of a single handle and
by the action of overcurrent, except:
b) In branch circuits derived from a three-wire grounded neutral system, two single-pole manually operable circuit breakers shall be permitted to be used in lieu of a two-pole circuit breaker, provided that:
i) Their handles are interlocked with a device as provided by the
manufacturer so that all ungrounded conductors will be opened by
the manual operation of any handle; and
ii) Each circuit breaker has voltage ratings not less than that of the
multi-wire branch circuit.
Q-2: Branch circuits supplying permanently connected data processing
units shall supply no other types of loads.
a) True. Rule 26-1000 Permanently Connected Data Processing Units.
Branch circuits supplying permanently connected data processing units
shall supply no other types of loads.
Q-3: An overcurrent device must be able to interrupt ___ .
b) fault current. Rule 14-012 Ratings of Protective and Control
Equipment. In circuits of 750 V and less: a) Electrical equipment required
to interrupt fault currents shall have ratings sufficient for the voltage
employed and for the fault current that is available at the terminals...
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CUSTOMERS NEED IT EASY
Same Day Shipment? Easy
Live Inside Sales? Easy
Stock Availability? Easy
Distributors Coast to Coast? Easy
Competitive? Easy

NOW OPEN LATER!
For product info or the name
of a distributor near you

Quik-Con Rectangular Connectors

CALL 1-800-363-1588

www.techspan.biz
3131 Pepper Mill Court
Mississauga, Ontario
L5L 4X6
E-mail: sales@techspan.biz

“The BEST Teck Connectors”
Fast Installation-PowR-Lock Ground-Compact Design

Best Delivery On Cord Grips
with Mesh Strain Relief

Contractors Love it!
Easy to install — Compact.
Go to... www.techspan.biz/te/teck

www.techspan.biz/te/grips

ZB2 Style

Motor Controls

PUSH BUTTONS

22mm Metal Body Construction
Colour Coded Contact Blocks – Screw Mount
• Green = normally open
• Red = normally closed
NEMA 4 - CSA and UL approved
IP66 – type 1, 12, 4

LC1 Style

CONTACTORS

Best Deals – Proven Performance

INFO NO. 60

www.techspan.biz/te/pushbuttons

EB-Feb-15-32.indd 31

www.techspan.biz/te/quik

INFO NO. 59

INFO NO. 58

Cord Grips in...
Aluminum, Steel, Nylon, Stainless

• Stainless Steel Handles resist corrosion
• Rubber grommets are lipped for perfect sealing
• Handles have rollers to reduce wear and tear
• Huge stock for same day shipment

INFO NO. 57

MON-THURS
8 A.M.-6 P.M. EST
FRI - 5 P.M. EST

9 Amp up to 780 Amp - 600V UL CSA
Interchangeable coils
Overload relays & mechanical interlocks
Very competitive and in stock now.

INFO NO. 61

www.techspan.biz/te/contactors
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